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LETTEH
.F ROM

THE SECRETARY OF "\iVAR,.
IN REPLY

,

"'-7!0 t!te resolution of the House of Representatives qf the 23d ultimo, re- ·
specting the interf{;rcnce of any (!fjicer or agent of the Government witk
the Cherokee Indians in the formation of a government for the regu.la.tion of their own internal· affairs, 9··c.
APRIL

rn, 1s4o.

Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs.

·wAR DEPARTMENT, April 14, lf:>40.
Srn: In reply to the resolution of th8 House of Repr~sentatives of the
·23d 11l1imo, calling for "copies of ul! orders and instrnctions issued from
.:the department to any officer of the army, or to any agent of the Government, requiring his interference with the Cherokee Indians in the forma- ·
tion of a government for the regulation of their own .in~ernal affairs, not
inconsistent with the constitution and laws of the United States, or with
any existing treaty; also, copies of all instrnctions to any officer or ~gent ,
,of the Government prescribing c111y particular form of government for the
-adoption of said Indians, 1.u1d interdicting any other form:" I have the.
honor to transmit, herewith, a report from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, accompanied by a printed copy ot Senate document number 347, of
·the preseut session, to which the House is respectfully referred for the re-.
,,quired information and copies of docnmeuts.
Very respectfully, yom most obedient servant,
J. H. PQINSE'rT.
Hon. R. M. T. HuNTER,
;~peaker of t!te House of Representatives.

qfficA

WAR DEPARTMF.NT,

Indian Affairs, April 11, 1840..
Sm: The resolution of the Housf' of Reprc~entatives of the United StateS:
·o f the ~3d ultimo, ,: that the Secretary of War hP- <lirecteJ. to lay before this
House, with us little delay as possible, copies of all orders aud instruction~
Blau & Rives, printers.
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issued from the depar~n:ient t? any officer of the army, or to any ng
the Government, requmng his interference with the Cherokee India
th_e form~tion o~ a gov~rnment for !he _regulation of their own in1ern
fair.~: not Inconsistent with the -const1tut1011 and laws ()f the Uuited
ta
.or with any existing treaty ; also, copies of all im;tructions to any officer
agent of the Government, prescribing any particular form of crovemment
1he adoption. of said Indians, and interdicting any other f~rm,:' has
referred to tlns office, and. 1 have the honor to report:
'l'hat at the time the above resolution was passed: and before, I ·as e .
gaged in preparing an answer to a resolution of the Senate of th e 12
ultimo, " that the Secretary of W ahnform the Senate what is the pr
·
state of the dif-ficulties which have existed, and the arrangements made: o
attempted to be made, between the Government and the Cherokee peop e;
and that he communicate to the Senate the papers, documents, and writ
communications which have passed between the War Department and i
agents, and the said Cherokees and their chiefs, together with such add"tional information as he may have received since his last report on th,
subject."
'l'he report so prepared was transmitted to the Senate on the 1st instan
and was ordered by that body to be printed. A copy has been just received.
The press of business upon the office made it impracticable to fnrnish manuscript copies of the papers called for by the House so soon as it was expect•
ed a printed coJJY of the Senate document could be had, which embraces
all the information in the office in relation to the subject of thr several resoJutions. I hope, although, it covers more ground than the House hnd in
-view: its transmission will be considered a respectful compliance with th~
call, as my object has been to give the earliest, and for that reason I trust 1
may be regarded, as it is intended to be, the most respectful, response to the
House of Representatives.
This communication is accompanied by a printed copy of the Senate document referred to, that, if you concur jn the propriety of so doing, i~ may_
be transmitted to the Speaker of the House, in answer to the resolnuon o.
that body of the 23d ultimo. I have only to add an expression of my r_e diness to make the· reply in any .other form that you or the Honse may thm ~
more desirable.
I have the honor to be, very respe9tfully, yonr most obedient servant

T. HARrrLEY ·cRAWFOR
Hon. J. R. PornsETT,
Secfetary of War.

Report from the Secretary of War, exhibiting, in compliance wit It a resol ·
tion of the Senate, the present state of the difficulties whic!t lta1:e existe
and the arrangements made, or attempted to be made, between the G ·
trnrnent and the Cherokee people.

W .AR DEPARTMENT, Marrh 31, I
Sm: In reply to the resolution of the Senate of the 12th m taut I ha
the honor to transmit, herewith, a re!')ort from the Commissioner of It d
Affairs, and the documents accompanying it, which exhibit "the pr

~tate of the difficulties which have existed, and the arrangements m
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attempted. to be made, between the <;iovernment and the Cher?kee people;"
a nd contain the corresponden?e which ha~ pass~d between this _departmrnt
a nd its acrents and those Indians and their chiefs, nnd all the mformat10n
w hich hatbee~ received on the subject since the date of the last annual re- ·
port of the operations of the War D epartment.
.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, you~· obedient servant,
J. R. POINSETT.
Hon. R. M. J o HNSON,

President o_f the S enate of the United States.

WAR DE PA RTMENT,

O.flice Indian A.ffairs, Nlarch 30: 1840.
Srn: In compliance with a resolution of the Senate of the 12th iustant,'
,: that the Secretary of War inform the Senate what is the present state of
the difficulties which have existed, and the arran ger-nenb made, .or nttempted
to be made, between the Government and the Chero kee people; and that
he communicate to the Senate the papers, documents, and written communications, which have ·passed between the War Department and ·its
agents, and the said Cherokee~ and their chiefs, togethe r with such additional information as he may huve rccei ved since his last report on the
subject," which was referred to this office by yon, I have the honor to
report: ,
.
·
That a history of the difficulties which have unfortunately, for the last
nino months: distracted the Cherokee people, was laid before Congress early
in its session, so far as information had been recei:ved when the annual
reports were prepared. Every effort at composing them has been ineffectual. Persuasion and reason, and the advanc~ment of their interests, have
been addressed to the two parties, in vain. 'rhe horrid transactions which
marked their abrupt separation seem to have given the bitterness of feeling
which preceded; and caused those violent acts to all their proceedings since.
Each side is tenacious of its ground. The stronger feels power, and seems
determined to use 'it; the weaker asserts rig hts which it is unwillino,to
0
yield, and complains of the deep wrong it has suffered, is suffering, and
will contin~ie to suffer, unless the arm of the Government be beneficently
interposed .to protect it, an~ qn~et th~ ~eep-roo~e_d feud which afflicts the
Cherokees. Of the necessity for this mterpos1t10n you were convinced
and hence your order of 7th March instant to General Arbuckle to tak~
~easures for bringing about the formation of a new constitution, that will
rnsure entire security in person ·and property and rig hts to each individual·
the abolition of all such cruel and savage edicts as that under which th~
un(ortunate Ridges and Boudinot were so inhu manly and brutally murdered; conformity to the constitution and laws of the United States· and
the election of officers from each party, it'l refe rence to their number~ exclnding John ~oss_and William Shorey Coodey . The fi rmness and tep~city ?f purpose ma1i:tamed by each party, _u neq~ al as they are, made it, in your
Judgment, a high duty to pre vent m testme commotion and ~' domestic
strife"_ among_ them; and this ~u ty, e~joined_ by the treaty, became the
more 1mperat1ve from that very rnequahty, w hich, without the interference
a uthorized, would~ so far us ic_1fer~n ces fo r the future may be dr.a wn from
the past, have su bJected the mmon ty to be trampled under foot, to depriva -.
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tion. of their right~, and to assassination, without a law to protect the 0
pum~h the aggressors, who, on the contraryi would have been shielded a
cherished, as such men have been, when they should have been execu .
The correspondence between the de~art111ent und its officers and agt
~nd be~w~::m the latter and the respective Cherokee parties, will be fou
m detail m my annual report of 25th November Inst, reaching to the
of the same m_onth. The subsequent communications, which I will no
proceed to notice, refer to the arrest which you directed to be made of
murderers of lhe individuals slain, and to the causes of the disquietude
which the Cherokees have been h;rassed.
A letter, dated at Fort Gibson on the 2d November but not received
the department until the 21st December, ( 1,) was addressed by Gener
Arbuckle to John Ross, stating that it had been reported to him that threa
'\ve~e put forth by the Cheroke~s against any Indian who might aid l •
U mted States troops in their search for the indi vidtrnls implicated in t
late rnurders, nnd that such persons as he might find it necessary to emp o.
would be under the protection of the United States, which would regar
as an offence to them any violence done to those persons while so engaaed.
,.ro this letter Mr. Ross replied, under date of November 4th, (2,) with co •
.s iderable warmth, denying the correctness of the report referred to, and th
right to arrest the accused, insisting upon his view of the treaty of 1 35
.and professing a disposition to live in peace and harmony with the United
States. .The names of several individuals charged with having participated, with others unknown, in the putting to death of Boudinot and the
Ridges, had been communicated to General Arbuckle, and transmitted by
:h im to the '\Var Department, which will be found in the accompanyin~
paper. (3.) On the 5th November, a decree (4.) was adopted at a" national
-council in general council convened" of the old settlers, denouncina th
proceedings of Mr. Ross and his party, which are declared nua and void ·
protesting against the transaction of any business by the Ross delegatio .
now in this city, with the Government, for or on behalf of the Cherokee
nation; declaring that no net of theirs shall be binding, and that no money
"belonging to the Cherokee nation, in the shape of nati?nal funds, s~all or
can be drawn from tLe United States <Jovernment, or Its officers, w1thou
authority given and empowered by the national council, and the same sane•
tioned by the chiefs." A communication was addressed to ~eneral Arbuckle
by the chiefs of the same party, on 7th November, proposmg a ~lan fort~
,adjustment of their difficulties, to the execution of which they mvoke h
.aid and that of the agent; and expressing the belief that they ough~ to r•
:ticipate in the pecuniary benefits from which they are excluded, part1c~larl.
.as the new emigrants bave come into their country, and are endeavorm~ lo
·wrest the goven1mcnt and laws out of their honds. To which it was reph~
that harmony was very desirable, and would have been the consequence l
the new-corners had·qt1ietly come in under the old governmer.t_; and th
upon consultation with the agent, their joint views should be given on t
propositions submitted. (5.) Governor Stokes: Cherokee acrent, announc
by publication of 11th November, his intention of recognising "the old he·
.okee chiefs and their government," until otherwise instructed. (6.) It h ·
been heretofore stated that John Ross had distnbuted wampum, toba
&c., among certain Indian tribes. A letter from the Neosho sub-ngent, u
whose charge nre the Senecas, Senecas a11d Shawnees, and Quapaws, un
d<1.te of 15th October, wus received by General Arbuckle, iu which he -
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clared that it was true John Ross "had his e~issaries with wampum, tobacco: &c., amongst my people ;" and that "they had ~vritter~ communications addressed not only to the chiefs of these three httle tribes, but to
tri?es north of us." (7.) Pr?positions were subsequently drawn ?P. by t~e ch1efs opposed to the Ross interest for the settlement of the existing differences, with the sanction of the General, and Governor Stokes, which appear to have been ir.tended for submission to the Cherokee people; but I
do not discover that any effect was produced by them. (8.) A communication from General Arbuckle, of 24th November, gives his views of the
prospect of a restoration of tranquillity, and the obstacles which appear. to
be in the way of so desirable a result, and refers to some interesting facts.
(9.) An application was, late in November, addressed hy the chiefs, Rogers~
Smith, and Dutch, throu~h the agent and superintendent, to the department, which was received on the 28th of December, requesting that a delegation of five might be permitte<l to visit Washirigton to represent their·
grievances, and meet the Ross delegation at the seat of Government. They
were informed, under date of 2d January, that this was thonght to be unn~cessary; that the Cherokee difficulties were understood, arid that the Government would do what was right and proper under the circumstances. (lO.)
Early in December, Joseph Vann, the second chief of the Ross party, was
informed of your communication of the 12th October, and an early rrply
requested; and thut one of the opposing party was attacked in his bed, and
badly wounded in the hand hy a hatchet; .and that several of the treaty party
had left their homes .for safety. He expressed, in answer, his willingness
and desire to preserve peace and give security to the Cherokee people, and
called a council, to rep! y to yon r despatch before mentioned, for the 16th of
December. 'l'his correspondence was communicated ,by General Arbuc~le
on the 11th of the Same month, together with the facts that ·John Smith,
a chief of the treaty party, and signer of that instrument, had, with some
of his friends, sought satety by a· removal to the s011th of the Arkansas
river, and that John Brown, the former principal chief of the old settlers,
had gone, as Genna! Arbuckle was informed, to Mexico, in search of a
new country for himself and his friends. The opinion that t,he interest
of the Cherokees and the United States requires that Mr. Ross's ·authority
should cease, is expressed; and the hope that the Indians will themselves
see things iq the same light. It is believed a large portion of the ol<l settlers will abandon the country ·" rather than be subject to the control of
John Ross." Reference is made to certain prominent CherokeesJ by name,
as concerned in the murders heretofore mentioned, nnd details given
which implicate strongly men whose conduct, apart from any positiv~
agency they may have ha<l jn these bloody deed::L could not but be of
most fatal influence. (11.) Letters were addressed to Joseph V ~nn, assistant chief of the late emigrants, and John Rogers, principal chief of the old
settlers, on the 14th and 15th of December, by General Arbuckle, reiterat•
ing his views, and proposing a plan for the restoration of harmony, by the
withdrawal of M.r. Ross, and the division of office among- both parties according to their relative number. (12.) ':rhe attentiou of Mr. Vanu was
again called to the necessity of a reply to your communications of the 12th
of October and 9th of November, which the council called on the 16th
of December separated without noticing ; to which he replied that the
above propositions for arranging the Cherokee difficulties induced the·
council to appoint a committre to confer with Governor Stokes as to the

,
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time and place of assembling the Cherokee people for that purpose; hie
was fixed for t~e 15th of _January, a1~d notice g;iven. This meeting th
old set!lers d_ecltned nttendmg, the obJect of which they alle!!'ed to be to
ascertain wlnch party had the greatest number and not to effect a unio
of ·both on terms of justice to all. It is the opi~ion of General Arbuckle.
that, unless pacific overtures were made and acted on at the 15th of Jan:
nary assemblage, nothing short of the direct interposition of the nited
~tates can_ a:'ert a resort to violence by the Cherokees. (13.) The delegat10n, consisting of John Ross and others, appointed in October last, an•
nounced their arrival in W t1shington, and wish to pay their personal respec
to yonrself and the President of the United States, in a note of 31st Dccem~er. A communication was addressed to the other members of the delt>gation by you, saying that the Government would hold no intercourse wit
John Ross "until a full investigation has been had of all the circumstance:
attending the foul arid cruel !Ilurders perpetrated in the Cherokee country upon the innocent and uno.ffending chiefs, the Ridges and Boudinot:··
but that you would receive the other members of the delege1.tion, who de, dined to -wait upon you, and requested" the names of Mr. Ross's accuser :
and the evidence against him." On the same day John Ross himself addressed you, making a similar request. ·ro the latter no answer was returned; but the other members were informed that "the evidence which
has brought the department to regard John Ross as the instigator and
the abettor of those foul deeds of blood, as he ir. confessedly the defender
of the murderers, shall be produced in the progress of the investigation
which has been instituted. In the mean time, it is · the unalterable determination of the department to hold no communication with him. Fr?m
the remaining portion of the delegation the undersigned is ready to recerve
any communication relating to the business which has . brought _them
to Washington, but will hold no further correspondence with them m relation to John Ross." ( 14) In a personal interview subsequently (January 29) had with you by Mr. L,ewis Ross and two otper Cherokee~, an
appeal was made in favor of his brother, the murders spoken of as private
acts, and the decree of pardon extended to the murderer~ refo~red t? n~
putting an end to the matter. He further desired to know if an mv~st1gation could not be hnd, at which his brother might have an opportunity of
defending himself, and showing that the ex-pa.rte statements on which th_e
charge was founcled were untrne. In reply, he was informed by yon, that if
John Ross were innocent, he would not oppose the arrest, check the arm_ o
justice, and protect the murderers of the Ridges c1nd Boudinot; that, with
his known infinence over the nation, he might have prevented the corn!llis~ion of these savage deeds, and could now contribute to the en~s of
Justice by surrendering- the criminals, whose nets were made nat10nal
by the countenance which had been given to them by the amn_esty ;
but that the council could not. and had no leo-al power to, sanct10n
violation of all laws human and divine ; that au investigation was unnecessary, so long ns Mr. John Ross refused to have the murderers deli\·~rcd up to justice; that he wns not charg d by the departme11t with_ h~v~ng ordered tl1e murderers to go on their bloody errand, but with p~nmttl_n!!'
It to be done, when a word from him would have saved the shetidmg of innocent blood, and wit~ being the avowed protector of the murderers a~rer
the deed5! ,~ere comm_It~ed ; that he might justify himself by withdrawm!?'
that_protect1on and g1vmg them up, and, until he did so, that you wou ld
continue to regard him as the instigator and abettor of those foul deeds ·
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that yoi1 had been of opinion, and so expressed yourself, that the majorityought to govern, but that majority had, by their cruel, savage, and la'Yless
course, forfeited all their rights to govern the old settlers, who were the rmnority; that they had proved themselves tyrants, in the worst sense of the word;
and that the Government of the United States would not uphold or sanction
tyranny. They were further informed that y.Du were ready to hear what
the delegation had to say, nnd to attend to their business, and, with the
exception of John Ross, would consider tliem as the representatives of
their portion of their nation. They seemed surprised at their not being
considered as delegates from the whole nation, and inquired if you were
_aware of the small number of the treaty party. rro which you replied,
that that consideration was not of the slightest weight ; and that if there
were but three men of the party, who stood al0of from them, and protested
against their acts of cruelty and blood, yon wonl<l not surrender their rights
to a majority that had thns acted . . 'rhey were repeatedly told, in the course
of the interview, that, with your present impressions, the Government would
not acknowledge John Ross as the chief of the Cherokee nation, or treat
with him at all,- as such. , By your direction, copies of this correspondence
with the Ross delegation, and the substance of what passed at the personal
interview before mentioned, were sent, on the 29th January, to Captain William Armstrong, with instructions to -s ubmit them to the Cherokee people
of both parties. ( 15.) A communication under date of 8th January, from John
A. Bell and Stand W a tie, to this office, enclosed an extract of a letter from
George W. Adair, stating that the October council of the old settlers had
elected John Rogers 1st chief, John Smith 2d chief, and Dutch 3d chief;
l1ad organized their government by filling vacancies in other offices, decreed
that a fine of $500 shou Id be imposed ,: upon any one who shall attempt to .
•enforce the laws of the Ross faction ;" provided for" light horse" to" enforce
our laws;" and authorized the chiefs to appoint and ·send on a delegation to
Washington, (16,) which is now in this city, consisting of Dutch, William ·
Rogers, George vV. Adair, James Carey, sen., Alexander Foreman, Moses
Smith, John Hass, and William Holt. It was suggested by William Rogers, John A. Bell, and Stand Watie, on the 22d January, that the feelings
of the respective parties would probably prevent lheir living comfortably as
-one community, and that a division of their country and joint pecuniary
interests would be advisable, and condncive to the well-being of all con(\erned. 1.'his suggestion was communicn.ted. to General Arbuckle and Captain
William Armstrong, with a request that they would '~_devise and submit a
plan Ly which the object they desire may be accomplished, with the consent of the patties interested." (17.) In anticipation of the council called
for the 15th January, a letter was addressed by General Arbuckle to Joseph
Vann, assistant principal chief, &c,, stating that he wonld have-attended
the council, but that the old settlers having refused to be present, and he
(Vann) having failed to make a proposition ca lcnlated to settle their protracted difficulties, he would (in continuance of his efforts to preserve peace)
send Captain Page to certify to any matter "yon may regard material to
your pretensions to the government of the Cherokee nation;" that, althougl1
the President recog11ised the right of the majority to rule, he supposed that
right would be so exercised as not to authorize murders or excite intestine
commotions; that "John Smith, ©ne of the signers of the treaty of 1835i
and a chief of the old settlers, and Star, with several of the relations of the
signers of that treaty, with some of the old settlers, have been compelled to
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leave their homes of late, in conseqnence of attempts made to kill some o
them, and threats (as it is said) by the late emigrants; and you cannot be
uninformed that acts of violence take place very frequently of late in your
~ati~n, and that these o.utr~ges principally result from party fe~lin.•g. H?
1s this wretched state of thmgs to be prevented, except by a friendly umon
of the parties, on terms of justice, by which each party would be represent-ed ~n a new government, by individuals ef their own choice, agreeably to
their number 'l" He then advises that, if three chiefs iHe determined on for
the nation, two should be taken from the late emigrants, and one from
the old settlers, as about the proportion they bear to each other, which,
he says, Mr. Vann wiil concur with him, would restore peace and quiet;
all authority, however, to speak for -the old settlers is disclaimed. Another
proposition from the latt~r party is enclosed, which: in his opinion, is
well calculated to produce harmony, if accepted; and, in that event, he ~ngages to supply ·" provisions for the committees, and every accommodation
in my power to enable them to transact their business with comfort," and·
without interference. 'rhe propositions above referred to have not been
transmitted to the departmenr, but the council of the 15th (1f January revoked and repealed the decree of outlawry passed in July last, and _took_ a
vote on the suhject of the act of union and the constitution ndopted m said
month, as the decree Rsserts, by both parties, by which they were rati_fied
and confirrped. This ratification is said by tte officers who signed it to
have been sanctioned by bet\veei1 1,800 and 1:900 votes, and is made to wear
the aspect of an act of the Western as ,vell as the Eastern Cherokees. It
~an hardly be so regarded. The old settlers' party has been generally c~mputed at ab~_
m t 6,000, and: as a party, has been angmented by t~e accession
of the treaty interest; making the aggregate, from the c?rnputat10n ~hat has
been usually rnau.e, about one third of the whole nat10n. Cnptam Page
rnp·orts the whole number of voters at from 1,700 to 1,850, and states that
Mr. Holt, one of the treaty party, wl10 "was in attendance by request of ~is
people, took down the names of the old settlers that attended the council;
be reported to me thirty-five \Vere present 1 and, out of the thirty-five, thirtythree voted with the Ross party. The chiefs of the Ross party have shown
a list consisting of one hundred and fifteen persons, that they call_ th~ old
,settlers. How for this ' statement is correct, I am unable to say; 1t differs
much from that of Mr. Holt, who was se lected by the treaty party to attend
the council. 1,. This list is on file. 'I'aking it as right, and without_ ctdverti!l!;
to the statement of lVlr. Holt, wl10 was probably personally acquamted with
the members who were really old settlers, and therefore most likely to _be correct, do l
persons (all above 18 ye_a rs of a~e being-, I believe, cnt1tled tovote) constltute a representation of one-third of the nation ; or what proporti?n ~o they make to the 1,800 voters t On tbe 17th of Janunry, commumc.:'lt1ons were addressed by Vann and others to General Arbuckle a1 d:
Governor Stoke_s, stating what had been done at the conncil, d~nyin_g th~t
the laws authorize rnurder and intestiue cormnotions; that their obJect 1s
~, to maintain harmony and tbe culture of friendly intercourse amono- all
people;" that the council could not alter or clrnnge the government, and
could not appoint a committee to meet nt Fort Gibson with such power~, according to the proposition of the other party, in whom they deny the
existence of any lawful authority. A letter from General Arbuckle of 22d
Janna!y refers to the foregoing acts and correspondence, and crives hi view .
He thmks that perhaps 150 of the old settlers are in favor of the uew government; and although he is of opinion that a minority of the voter of the
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nntion passed upon it at the late assemblage, he has no doubt a majority of
the people are in its favor; and will, therefore, notify the old settlers that
their government has ceased. This he regards as severe upon them, con-•
s1dering they are not represented by one officer
their choice in the ne,v ·
rrovernment, and, unless something- is done to satisfy them soon, "frequent
~iolence nnd murders may be anticipated in the Cherol~ee nation." The:·
confirmation of the act he thinks "is certainly not entitled to credit, as .
thP.re werP. a very small number of the old settlers then present, and they
acted without authority." A communication from Governor Stokes, of same•"
date, considArs the diffi.cnlties as settled; he is of opinion the murders were,·
not" authorized by Jaw or by an order of the chiefs," and says he has been,
furnished with a copy of the constitution, and law.s passed under it, of which:,
he will forward copies ; but they have not yet been received. Captain Arm•
strong addressed this office to the same purport on the 29th of January, and>anticipates the restoration of harmony. (18.)
.
The dissensions of the Cherokees had reached, in your opinion, the nt• ·
most limit of safety, not only to themselves, but to the population of the,·
United States in their neighborhood. Every effort had heen essayed im
vain to reconcile their differences. There was a resolute determination on, either side not to yield, which must produce; if nllowed to work its naturaf'
and necessary result, bloodshed among themselves, and distress and danger:··
to our citizens. Against the first, the United States are bound by the sixth
artic le of the trraty of 1835 to protect them, as. weJl as to prevent the inevitable consequence, "intestine wars between the several tribes," wh o,
would certainly be embroiled in a civil wur among the Cherokees; against
the latter the Government were culled upon to guard, by the protection due··
to each of our own citizens. Once commenced, the commotion might be most
serions, as woll in its more immediate and ditect and worst effects, as in the··
heavy expenditure which its suppression would rnqnire. 'l'he division of
the tribe is into parties, unequal, to be sure, but yet not of such disparity as,
to make the weaker strike, because of the strengt h of the ..rntagonist interest..
A contest might be hopeless, looking to its final issue ; but a ·spirit of manho<'d in some, of patriotism' in oth ers, and of less commendable principle ,
« nd motives in their associates, may imp'el men to resist till they die. Among·
!he better principled , this determination will always be the firmest, especially·
~t the conflict be with oppressors,, who allow their fellvws to be murdere · 1
m cold blood: who disfranchise themselves, and who, like foreigners landed!
on the shores of a conquered cot.rntry, take into their O\fl1 hands the ex•
clusi~e government of their common country. 'rhis design to oppose theconstllutiou and laws of the Ross party was as firmly fixed as the intention
of t_hat purty to persevere in its course. It seems to be a weak assumption.
whi ch bys claim to val idity in the act of union. There was but one party·
renlly present. Whate ver pa.ins may have been taken to enlist or to intimid~te the old settlers into a junction with the dominant party, those who,
yielded to the inducements held out were few, and, with one or two exceptions, of little weight, and do not afford a decent color for the assertion ,,
that the tribe is united, or that any portion or nnmber of them deservinoto be characterized as their representatives, or whose acts conld. in
p roper sense, bind the old settlers or treaty party, assented to the 'proceedmgs of the convention of July, assembled under the auspices of their opponents, or to any other political or iegislative act of the Ross party.
T here are, unfortunately, two distinct parties, plainly marked, bitter and .
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tl~compromising in. their sentiments ·and feelings towards each other. T h
~1story of the la~t _mne months. proves it beyond all controversy. PropOS1t10n after proposition for an adJustment of their difficulties has been made
.since the act of union, (Jnly 12, 1839,) ns it is called, was adopted· the
few old settlers at the convention ground, where Mr. Ross's conventio~ was
-assembled, thought it imp0rtant, on the 23d of August by a decree to sa
that they deposed "John Brown and John Rogers ·fro~ the office o'r chiefs
,of the Western Cherokee nation." Rival o-overnments are in actual operation. Councils of each have more than1-1 once assembled; and there are
• n~~v in vVashi~gt~n delegations empowered by those conncil<i, respectively.
"W 1thout entering- mto further details, the assertion that the Cherokees are
united into one body politic appears clearly to be unwarranted. Seeing not
the least ground of rational hope that they would harmonize, but the hazard
-of a. collision increasing with every hour, you thought the unfortunate
-contingency contemplated by the treaty had occurred; that the hazard of
<iomestjc strife was imminent; that intestine Indian wars and danger to
-0ur own citizens were to be justly apprehended; and that the duty of preventing either devolved upon the Governrnenl of the United States. I
was, therefore, advised that you had determined to confide the settlement
<0f the Cherokee difficulties to military authority, and instructed to suspend
the exercise of the functions of Governor Stokes. the Cherokee ag-ent, until
tu rt her orders ; which w~ls done the next day, wh.en your orders \;ere issued
:to General Arbuckle, instructing him what results it was desired to bring
a bout, viz: "the adoption of a constitution that will secure to every
individual Cherokee his personal and political rights, and the free enjoyment of life, liberty, and property; annulling now and forever all such
barbarous la\-vs as those under which Boudinot antl the Ridges were put
to death, and the penalty of outlawry iufl.icted upon innocent men. You
must be aware that all such laws are inconsistent with the constitution of
-. the United States, to which, by the treaty, they are bound to conform." As
the Government had not seen the constitution said to have bien framed by
the convention, and was ignorant "whether its provisions are c?nformable
to the constitution and laws of the United States," he was directed "to
warn the council of the nec6ssity of framing their constitution _and Ja~·s
in such manner arnil terms as that they will not be inconsistent either with
the constitution of the United States, or with such acts as have heen
passed by Congress to regulate the trade and intercourse _with t~e lndiam:.'1
Your orders further in formed him that, "as it appears unposs1ble for the
Government of the United States to perform the duty assigned to it by t_he
~ection of the treaty above alluded to, in any other manner, you are instructed to insist that the old settlers shall be represented in the government
to be created under the provisions of the constitution to that effect; and
that one-third of the chiefs shall be chosen from the Western, a.nd twothirds from the Eastern Cherokees. Strong, and, in the opini?n ?f the
-department, well-grounded suspicion points to John Ro. s a~ the rnst1crator
and abettor of the foul murders committed upon the bodies of the two
Ridges and Boudinot; and it appearing, from undouhted te timony, that
he took no steps to ,urest the murderers, but used, on the contrary, e,·~ry
effort to shield them from the punishment due to their crimes, the conclu ion
is irresistible, that he is particeps crirninis. He must be regarded as conniving at those acts, or, viewincr hi3 conduct in the most favorable light,
unable to protect the Indians ~nder his charge, and unwilling to puni h
r
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the assassins. Under these circumstances, he is excluded from all participation in the government, ::is is like·wise "William Shorey Coodey, who, in
conversation with me in my office: persisted in considering tbe murders
committed by the Cherokees upon the persons of Boudinot and the Ridges
a~ justifiable. Men who entertain such opinions are unfit to be intrusted
with power: and would soon again involve the nation in domestic strife,
from which we are nO\V called upon, by our solemn compact with the
Cherokees, to protect them.:' The remainder of your qespatch relates to
provisioning a portion of the tribe for a period not exceeding fivEr months,
at their own expense, for which they bad previonsly, and ha.ve since,
applied. (19.) A letter of tbe 28th January, from General Arbuckle, addressed to yourself, was recci ved on the 29th February, stating the fact of
his,having communicated to the chiefs of the old settlers his opinion "that,
.agreeably tQ the decision of the President," their government " had ceased."
They asked permission to meet at Fort Gibson on the 2d or 3d of Fcbrnary,
with their principal men, for consultation; which w:-is granted. They
,expressed ~reat dissatisfaction; declared their intention to claim of the
United States undisturbed possession of the 7,000,000 acres, and the removal therefrom of the late emignints who have not voluntarily removed
to the west, and united with them; "or that they shall be permitted to
enjoy a fair participation i-n the government of the Cherokee nation, and
receive an equal share of the snm to be paid for the sale of the Cherokee
.country east, as provided for by the 15th article of- the treaty of 1835;''
•rhe General adds; "if I were permitted to exercise my own judgment, I
would at once dissolve the two governments in that nation; and as they
cannot themselves settle this matter, without great risk of serious misfortune
to their people, I would give to each party a fair representation in the new
government, agreeably to their number. This, as I believe, would soon
give quiet to the people." (20.)
A communication from the same officer, of the 8th of February, to
yourself; received on the 14th instant, states ·that the old settlers will
•contend for a participation in the government of their nation, which
they regard as the material point; to yield or secure that to them, would
probably settle all further diffi<;ulty. He is "satisfied that the old settlers '
will not peaceably surrender what they regard their rights; and that, if
the Cherokees should be so unfortunate as to resort to further violence
.against each other, other tribes will have more or less concern with these
difficulties." 'rl1is letter enclosed proceedings of the convention, wh~ch,
as has been already mentioned, it was. proposed to hold at Fort Gibson
early in February: they consist of a preamble and resolutions setting- forth
the views of the old settlers "of the right of John Ross and bis partisans
to th e government of the Cherokee nation west, without the consent of the
40riginal settlers." 'rhe preamble refers to the several treaties that have been
made in and since 1817, and asserts that "every attribute that constitutes
a sovereign and independent community has been acknowledged in us, time
after time; and if we are an independent comrnunity, there are but two
ways that Mr. Ross and his partisans can leg~11y obtain our government:
these are, by conquest, or by our consent. We deny most positively ever
yielding our government to them in either of these ways." The resolutions are: 1st. "That the conduct of Mr. John Ross and his partisans is an
unprecedented act of usurpation, unfounded in justice, law, or humanity ;
.and we will not, in all future time, acknowledge the same." 2d. " rrhat

'
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the only legitimate government of this nation is the one handed down
us by the original settlers of the Cherokee nation west and we will to the
utmost of our power and ability, uphold and defend t'he same." I;i th
!esoh:es and the reasoning of the preamble it is not asserted, but I think it
1s plamly to be ga!l1er~d from both, that th~ old settlers imagined that
they ha~ an exclusive right to the land, especrnlly as they told General Arbuckle, rn January, that they would insist upon its exclusive possession for
themselve~ and t~e volt~n~ar,7: em_igrants who had joi,ned them, or that they
sh?nld enJoy a fiur part1c1pat10n m the government of the nation, and re-ce1 ve an eqnul sbare of the pecuniary benefits secured by the treaty o
1835. _These several communications put forth claims which cannot be
~ecogmsed ; and as the old settlers' delegation is in w ·ashington, I thought
l t proper they should not be either mistaken as to the views of the department, or remain in suspense in regard to what would be the decision on
_ their rights. They are not"sovereign and independent, in the full rneanincr
ot the term ; nor are they so in reference to, and separate from, the Eastern
Cherokees; nor have they ever been, except contingently. The oorly emigrants, or old settlers, had, as all Indian tribes have, a qualified independence; as they increased . and grew by riew removals, they continued independent-not the original nucleus, but the aggregated mass: and so
with every accession which it was expected wot1ld, and did, incorporate
itself with those it found west, until this last numerous emigration, which
did not quietly join the old se ttlers, but aims at a political revolution of the
tribe, claiming to have formed and to be in the administration of a governn 1ent to which all Cherokees must submit. The old party will not consent
1
t o ·this ; and hence all the strnggles and misfortnnes of both. '1 hey ar~ to
be deeply lamentr.d. These people are, beyond any doubt, one com_mu_mtr,
however distinctly marked are the parties into which that commumty 1~ d1, vided, and however difficult it may be again to unite them in harmomous
feeling or action. It is equally clear that they are not entitl~d to t~e exclusive possession or ownership of the 7,000,000 acres of land ; 1t was mtended
to be for the use of the whole Cherokee people, when all should emigrate,
and was so set apart by the consent of the Western Cherokees then:iselves.
In regard to the pec uniary interest of the old settlers , they are entitl~d to
participate in whatever benefits may rfsnlt to the tribe or its members from
the use of the general fund of the nation, now amounting to $514,000, and
~o the advantages of the school and orphans' fonds, as they shall be administered by the national council, to which these several funds are confided
by the treaty of 1835. The limitations of the treaty must govern; and,
therefore, unless Cherokees are upon the census which was made iu 1 35,
or have emigrated since Jnne, 1833, and, by the terms of their enrolment
and removal, are entitled to all the benefits of the final treaty, I do not perceive how they can have any future pecuniary interest in the Cherokee
fond, except so far as it may be invested for general , orphans',. and school
purposes. These opinions, for the reasons before given, I subnntted to you
on the 27th instant, with a recommendation that, if yon concurred, they
hould be sent to Dntch and others of the old settlers' delegation, for their
information. (2 L.) Yon approved ~f the communication, and directed it to
be transmitted as suggested.
But one other despatch embraced in the call, or relating to the troubl
of the Cherokees, has been received· it is dated on the LOth ultimo, at Fort
Gibson, and was received on the 18th instant; in whii;h General Arbuc
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informs you of the appointment of _the old settlers' d~legation, .now here,
"to proceed to Washington (at their own expeuse) with the obJect of making known their situation to the Government, and claiming . its action in
their favor to sustain them against (what they regard) the unjust acts of
John .Ross and his partisans;" that hE:t does not now suppose the i·ight of
Mr. Ross and his adherents to settle on the 7,000,U00 acres of land will be
,questioned; that "the Cherokee people will probably remain quiet until they
hear what has been done at Washington in relation to the contest. for authority in their nation ; and possibly it may be in the power of the Government
to so settle the dispute between the parties as to prevent further difficulties;
yet it is feared that no permanent or secure arrangement of this kind can
be made, ,provided John Ross returns to this country." (22.)
I have thus endeavored to give a condensed view of all the correspond,ence and proceeding~, since the last annnal report, on the interesting subject to which they relate, with snch remarks as seemed to be necessary in:explanation of the reasons by which the department was governed. Copies
-0f the several papers adverted to accomptLny this report, (numbered from l
to 22, inclusive,) with a list, correspor1dentJy marked, which will make a.
reference to them easy.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD.
Hon. J. R. PorNSET'l',

1

Secretary of TVar.

List of accompanying documents.
No. 1. Letter from General Arbuckle to John Ross, relative to reported
threats by Cherokees against any Indian who might aid in the search for
the murderers of the Ridges and Bondi not.
No. 2. Letter from John Ross to General Arbuckle, in reply, denying the
,correctness of the report, and the right tu arrest the accused, &c.
No. 3,. ,Statement by General Arbuckle of the names of Cherokees charged
with the commission of the murders.
No. 4. Decree of the. national council of the old settlers, denouncing the
proceedings of John Ross and his party, and protesting against the transact ion of any business by the United States Government with him and a his
delegation."
_
No. 5. Correspondence between General Arbuckle and the chiefs of the-"<>ld settlers, in relation to propositions of the lattcr'for the adjustment of difnculties.
No. 6. Notice of Governor Stokes, Cherokee agent, to the Cherokees1
that he shonld continue to recognise "the old Cherokee chiefs and theis
government as the only government of the Cherokee nation."
No. 7. Lett~r from R. A. Callaway, Neosho_sub agent, to General A;rh uckle, reporting that John Ross had sent emissaries with presents to the
Senecas, Senecas and Shawnees, and Quapaws, and to other tribes nortfl
-0f them.
No. 8. Propositions of the chiefs of the old settlers to the Ross pnrty.
No. 9. Letter from General Arbuckle to the Adjutant General, reluting to,
4.he condnct of Ross, the validity of the act of union, the murders of the.
Ridges o.nd Boudinot, &c.
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No. 10. Correspondence between the chiefs of the old settlers and
department, in relation to their sending a delegation to Washington.
No. 11. Correspondence between General Arbuckle and Joseph Vann •
chief of the Ross pa~ty, upon the letter of the department to General '
buckle of the 12th of October, and other subjects.
No. 12. Correspondence between General Arbuckle and Joseph Y
- and be~ween the same and John Rogers, principal chief of the old settler: .
proposmg a plan for the accommodation of differences, &c.
No. 13. Further correspondence between General Arbuckle and Jose
Varrn, upon the letters of the department of the rnth of October and 9th o
November, &c.
No. 14. Correspondence between the department and the delegation consisting of John Ross and others.
No~ 15. Letter from the department to Captain William Armstrong: ac.
ing Superintendent of the Western Territory, communicating to him: for
the information of the Cherokee people, copies of this correspondencei and
the substance of what passed at an interview between the Secretary of Wa
and Lewis Ross and two other Cherokees.
No. 16. Letter from John A. Bell and Stand Watie, Cherokees ot the
treaty party, to the department, communicating the proceedings of the old
settlers at their October council.
No. 17. Proposition of William Rogers and others, Cherokees of the treaty
party, for a di vision of territory and pecuniary interests ; and instructions
of the department to General Arbuckle and Captain Armistroug on the subject.
.
No. 18. Correspondence between General Arbuckle, aJlld Joseph Vann
and others of the Rm:s. party, in relation to the difficulties; statement of the
proceedings at the conncii of the 15th of January, at which the decree o
outlawry was repealed, the act of union ratified, and constitution adopted
by the Western and Eastern Cherokees, as is alleged.
.
No. 19. Instructions of the department to General Arbuckle, Captam
Armstrong, and Governor Stokes, committing the settlement of difl:iculties
wholJy to the foTmer, and direcling the course to be pursued for that pur•
pose.
No. 20. Letter from General Arbuckle to the Secretary of War, reporti
that, in view of the results of the council of the 15th. of January, he bad iuformed the old settlers that, in hiR opinion, their government had ceased;
and stating the substance of their reply.
No. 21. Letter from General Arbuckle to the Secretary of War, comm ·
nicating a statement of the proceedings of the convention of old settlers he
on the 7th of February. And the opinion of the department upon the ere•
tensions set up in the preamble and resolutions passed at this convenuo ,
which has been communicated to the delegation of the old settlers•.
No. 22. Letter from General Arbuckle to the Secretary of War, rnform·
~ng him of the appointment of a delegation hy the old settlers to visit \Y. rngton, &c.
No. 1.

2n DEPT. W. D1v1srn ~
Fort Gibson, November 2, 1..,3~.
Sm. : It having been reported to me that threats have been made b:
Cherokees against any Cherokee who ihould aid the troops in searc · ;: o
IlE.<\DQUARTERS,
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the individuals implicated in the late murders, I thought it n~visable to inform you that Hercules S. Marti~, your agent's in~erpreter, will acc_ompany
the troops as an interpreter, and m no othe'r capacity; and should lt be necessary to employ a Cherokee or 6herokees to p~int out th~se_ individu'!-ls,.
(they not being personally known to the offic~rs,J although 1t 1s twt my 111tention to do so if olher persons can be obtamed, you must be aware that
such persons, if employed in the service of the United States Government,.
will be under its protection. Therefore, any violen~e offer~d to the~ in
consequence of this employmen t, would be an aggress10n agamst the Umted, •
States.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,

M. ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brig. Gene_ral U.S. A ~
JoHN Ro~s,

,

Principal Chief of the late Emigrant Cherokees.
True copy:

S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.
and A. A. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Division.

Ko. 2.
PARK HILL, UHEROKl~E NATION,

. November 4, 1839.

Sm : Yonr letter of the 2d inst. was handed me yesterday, by which I
am informed that it has been "rep~rted); to you "that threats have been
made by the Cherokees against any Cherokee who should aid the troops in
searching for the individuals implicated in the late murders," and that '' any
violence offered to them, in consequence of this employment, would be an
aggression against the United States."
Some days since, I had the honor also to receive another communication
from you, dated on the 14th of October, and to which other business of importance has prevented an earlier notice. This communication also cfoses
with a declaration" that, if the discharge of this duty [searching the country
by military parties] should lead to serious difficulties, the blame will lfo with
you and your people."
To me it is of small moment what "reports" are borne to you or any
other person. I am not answerable for the slanderous fabrications of designing Cherokees or vicious white men.
rrhe truth I fear not, ancl court its strictest scrutiny at all times 7 and un- ·
der all circumstances. But I do regret the importance which has been re-·
peatedly attached to mere rumor and the most improbable statP.ments; and
that reports, without proof, have been deemed sutficient to warrant serious
charges against respectable individuals, to tax the community with corrupt
falsehood, and the application of harsh and violent terms to the nation as
well as its citizens. This, however, is a subject perhaps properly your
own; but it becomes a grievance to ns when you violently assign to the,
authorities and people of this country a position u,n fair, unnatural, and unjust in point of fact and the universal prevailing sentiment.
·
In duty to the Cherokee people, I am again impelled to protest against
any further interference on your part in their political affairs, and request
1
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•"that they may be perm_it_ted to_ remain in peace and quiet, undi turbed a
·ll.rnannoyed by tbe ~mhtary, m searchiug the country for persons h
't hey have no leg~1l right to arre~t,. and for purposes at variance with
·g ood understnndmg so long subs1st111g- and cherished between your Go e •
~ent and the Cherokee nan~n_. _They are guilty_ of no offe~ce aaaiu t .
Government or people of the Umted States and 1f arrested it 1s vet pur
.
'
'
' theyJ are to ·
• a mutter of conJecture
by what mode or before
what
tribunal
··"punished." Why has not the department also o-iven instrnctions on t
.point, when it is not less important than the arre~ itself? Was it becau
·:the sanction of law was wanting? or was it committed to military dLc . .
,tion and martial law? The absence ot all information on this nbj . .
·1under the existing state of things, renders it exceeding-ly improbable that
--"i ndividual would willingly commit his safety to confinement in a garriso
-or to be marched off to some neighboring jail.
.
You speak of the obligations of the Govemment to "protect the UhPr
Jrnes from domestic strife," but omit all uotice of the preceding declaratlo
·! in the same 6th article of tbe Schermerhorn treaty of 1835, that ''a per~t-..-ual peace and friendship shall exist between the citizens of the United Stat
.: a nd the Gherokee lndinns." I( then, that instrument was actually mad
·with the Cherokee nation, could it have peen intended that this" peace an
!friendship" should be confined on the one part to a smnll number not com'.p rising the one hundredth portion of the '' Cherokee Indians," or the hal:
-of that; and _that this small portion should be so elevated and cherisherl
: through the military, us to hold and enjoy all the friendship, protection, fa.
'Vor, rights, and interests, natural and conventional, belonging or appertain,.f og _to their race?
~These people have no desire, direct or remote, to be at enmity with yot"
.,Government or people, and are ready, on proper occasions, to testify thei
sense of honor and their love of peace; but they do not consider it the·
.,duty, at this threatened exercise of military authority, to prostrate the natio
,-nnd surrender their rights, their interests, and the J_ives of _their citize'.'
,.Nor do they believe that the Government at Washington, 1f properly ID.formed, would demand such n sacrifice.
You, as an officer of the United States, are responsible for your oflic"_
-<conduct and measures ; and, however much yon seem to force me ~u th .
,occasion to participate in sharing the responsibility of the ~xecut1on o
· " orders" which I have never seen, if not wholly to assume 11, I must
,·excused for waiving entirely all right or rret~nsion to such _honor. I kno
ffiY dnty to my own people, and our ob!Igut10ns to the Ututed States; at
·while 1 shall not shrink from the performance of the one, I s_hall ahya .
.,r egard the other with scrupulous attention. You charge me wllh a f~tl_ur
.to comply with my duty in this respect; but that is merely your own op1mo
.,and I claim the equal privilege of exercising my own judgment in refere
o subjects calling for my action ; and if, perchance, it should please Y
.-to over~tep the proper bounds of official propriety, to indulg~ in _im·~ctl
,or decide questions not at all within the scope of your duttes, Jt will
,d1~nge my course, or cause me to forget the respect du~ to a!l ofli~er of_
..1Jmted States, whose bu siness to some extent connects hun wllh this mu
·w hatever result may emanate from yonr action in relation_ lo t
rrests, I again assure you th nt I cauuot yield to share nny poruou o
.blu .. ,1::" or re ponsibility, aud desire that yo11 will cease tu confer -
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unmerited distinction upon an individual who has no _ambition to be thus
signalized.
To the other portions of yonr letter of the 14.th· of October I have no
wish to reply at length; assn redly, I have none to· engage in· a spirit of controversy so apparently manifest and inviting in your language.
The Eastern and Western Cherokees have formed a ,union, with ' which
the majority of both are satisfied ; and it being a matter , exclusively their
own, it is not considered that your approval was required to _legalize the
transaction, or that your opposition will destroy it among the Cherokees. ,
The aid or friendly counsel of the Government officers in public matters
may not at all times be objectionable, and the Cherokees have ' ever been
grateful for acts of kindness rendered; but it cannot extend to an approval
of political acts calculated to "disturb the quiet': of the mass of the 19eople.
Your other remarks are predicated upon entirely erroneous information
and wrong views, but of which I shall no.t now attempt any correction. Time
will develop the truth of many things now clouded by false coloring and
shadows.
1 have the honor to be, sir: very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOHN ROSS, Principal Chief..
Brevet Brig. Gen. M. ARBUCKLE, United States Artny.
· True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A: D. C.,

and A. A. Adj. Gen., 2d Dept. Westlrn Divi$ion ..

No. 3.

Names of the Cherokees charged with t!te murder of t!te Ridges ·and
Boudinot.
Those charged with the murder of John Ridge are-Daniel Colston,
Joseph Spear, Jat;ies Spear, Archibald Spear, Hunter, (a full-blood Cherokee, half-brother ro the Spears and Colston?) John , Vann, and twenty or
twenty-five others, whose names are not known. Colston and tbe Spears
are charged with taking him out of his house and killing him.
· .Tames Foreman, two of the Springtons, Bird Oou blehead, Jefferson Hair
and James Hair, are charged "Yith the murder of Major Ridge.
'
Soft-shell Turtle, Money Taker1 (or Money Striker,) Johnston, Car-sootaw-dy, Cherokee, (or Joseph Beanstick,) il.nd Duck-wa, are cl1arged with the
murder of Boudinot.

M. ARBUCKLE .
.Hrevet Brig. General U. ·s. A.
FORT

G msoN, November 27, 1839.

No. 4.
·wkereas the n_at~ona_l ·council ~1as taken into consiaeration the great disturbance now ex1stmg m the nat10n, among the people, caused 6y Mr. Ross
and his party, in attempting to depose the chiefs, putting down the nation•
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al council, and in endeavoring to annul the original laws of the countr :
moreover, he has seduced some of our people to join in his proceecli
and putttng down the laws of their own country:
Resolved, therefore, by the national council, in genlral council convened1
That, inasmuch as Mr. John Ross, and party, in attempting to depose ou
'?hicfs, and to annul the existing laws of the country, without other autho.
1ty than that usurped to himself, the same is herebyt and the whole of h.
proceedings, declared unlawful, unanthorized, and made y this null and
·void. Moreover; the delegation appointed by himself and party to visit the
-city of Washington, on behalf of the natiou, is hereby declared null and
void ; and the national council d;es hereby protest against John Ross and
his delegation doing any thing, while at the city of Washington, with the
United States Government,-on behalf of the Cherokee nation; and, likewise, ~uch of the old settlers as have been -attached to the said delegatio
are declared to be unauthorized as·such, and nothing- they shall or may do
.at the city of Washington, with the United States Indian Department, on
behulfof the nation, shall be binding on the nation.
And further resolved, That no moneys belonging to the Cherokee na' tion, in the shape of national funds, shall be, or can be, drawn from the
-united States Government, or its officers, without authority given a~d em:~powered by the national council, and the same sanctioned by the chiefs.

A.FOREMAN,
President of the National Council.

JOHN CANDY,
Clerk of the National Council.

T AKATTOKAH, November 5, 1839.
Approved November 6, 1839:

'THOl\fAS

JOHN ROGERS, Principal Cltiej.
JOHN SMITH, 2d Chief.
DUTCH, 3d Chief.

JW ILSON,
'Secretary to the Chiefs.
· True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.,
and A. A. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Di,,,ision.

No. 5.
'rAKATTOK.An, CHEROKEE NATION,

November 7, 1839.
Sm: We, the undersigned, chiefs of the Cherokee ~ation, after ta · •
the great and important subject of bringing about a umon o~ the peo_ple
the _Cherokee na1.ion, and of giving satisfaction_ t~ the partie~ now mt
.natrnn, ns near as it possibly can be done, and g1vmg the subJect d~e co ·
.sideration, have come to the fo11owin<.r conclusion, to wit: That we will C? ·
sult with you and Governor Stoke~ our agent, in forming _a p~an wh1
may be the best calculated to unite, and insure peace and JUstlce to o
veople : ~ay, there shall be an office, or offices, opened at the tigency, or a

' oLher place or places in our nation1 and books kept for ~nrolliPg dle n
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--0f ,the late emigration, and acknowledge the la\vs and govern~ent of the
old settlers; then, after all, or a sufficient number, may have signed or .enrolled their names, their money might be paid them, &c. V{ e believe, when
the plan would be made known to them throughout the nation, they would
come in crowds to those offices, as numbers now come, and inquire how
they can become citizens, in order that they may get their money, and have
the benefit of the law, &c.; and we believe, if there wns a suflicient amount
of money, which woulJ make it equal with those of the Jate emigrants
which may be coming to our nation by treaties or otherwise, set ap~rt
for distribution among the old settlers alone, it would be the means of
satisfying the old settlers, and would ap~~ar to us to lre Hothing- but justice:
and the old settlers seem to think they are intruded upon by the late emigrants comingin the country, and trying to wrest tbe laws and government
out of their hands, without ._'l.ny remuneration: which does seem to us unfair.
Y..l e, therefore, wish to consult with yon upon the best possible plan to
,effect the said objects, and also solicit your assistance in executing the said
,plan.
·
With respe~t, we are your friends and brothers,
·
JOHN ROGERS, Principal Chief.
JOHN SM 1TH, 2d Chief.
. THOMAS

DUTCH, 3d Chief.

wILSON,

Secretary to the Chiefs.
True copy:

-M.

S. G. SIMMONS, A.. D. C.,
and A. A. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Division.
ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brig. Gen. U.S. army.

2n DEPT: -W. D1v1s10N,
Fort Gibson, November 10, 1:83~.

HEADQ.UAH.TERs,

GENTLEMEN: Your letter of the 7th inst., and a copy of your •decree ()f
~ t h , wa_s handed to me by Mr. Wilson; a11d I_ regret that your ,~gent
-~id not arrive here yesterday, agreeably to his promise; and as the wea-tner
is now very bad, I have no hope that he will be here to clay. J, hf\Ve ·n o
hesitation in assuring you that it is highly important to the interest and
happiness of the Cherokee nation thnt a friendly nnd perfect union shot1ld
;take place between the old settlers and tbe late emig-rauts, on terms ·thavwiil
.give to each party a just participation i,1 the government; and I have no
:hesitation in saying th~t the govehrnient the 1nte emigrants found· here is
the only lawful gov_ernment now in the Cherokee natiun; and sbo-tJld the
.late emigrant~, indivi~ually o~ col!ectively, j~in said government, so far
from there berng any 1mpropnety rn their dorng so,· I conceive it is· what
they ought to have done on their tirst arrival, which, if they had done,
-eve~y thing would. be quiet, and Captain Armstrong would not hesitate· in
,payrng, when rece1veJ, the money~ dne to the Cherokee nation. - So soon
as I can have a confereuce with your <1gent, yon· shall lrnve onr vie\vs •as
,to the best mode of briuging the Late e1:1igrants under the laws of the old set•
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tlers, that they may derive benefit therefrom, from whieh they are no
barred.
I am, gentlemen, with great respect, your obedient servant.
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brig. General U. S.
JoHN RoGERs, JoHN SMITH, and DuTcH,

'

ChiPfs of the Cherokee Nation.

True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.,
and A. A. JJ.djt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Divisio .

No. 6.
CHEROKEE AGENCY'

Bayou Menard, November 11, 1839.

To the people composing the Cherokee nation :
FRIENDS AND BROTHERS: You held a council at the Double Spring
June Jast, at which General M. Arbuckle, commanding 2d departme
western division of the army of the United States, and myself, attended
mediators; and, as I firmly believe, neither biassed in favor of one party
the other.
• We did all in our power to bring about a union and reconciliation 1:-etween the two parties-that is to say, between the old settlers, under ,
superintendency of John Brown, John Roaers, and John Looney, old chi.
then in the exercise of the Cherokee gov~rnment, and John Ross, Geor,
Lowrey, and others, daiming a participation in the Cherokee gove
ment. ,.fhis union of the nation having failed, John Ross called his p~ot
( ~he new emigrants) into convention, at the camp-ground on the l!h_nc
river, at which many of the old settlers attended, and some of them Jorn
in the proceedings of the convention, and in the decrees of the council e
pointed by said convention. Now: the former chiefs of the old settlers ~
..on the 28th of June last, and again on the 2d of August, propose a mee ~
of fifteen representatives from each party, to meet at Fort Gibson, and fo
a government for the Cherokee nation. With these propositions Jo!tn R
and his friends refused to comply ; and the said old chiefs and old sett!
called a council at the Double Springs in October, 1839, and have elec
three chiefs, viz : John Ross, John Smith, and Dutch, chiefs for the n

term.
Now, know ye, the Cherokee people, that I, Montfort Stokes, agent .
the Cherokee nation, havin2' had no instruction from the Government
the :United States to favor ihe claims or pretensions of either party,
ll~vmg ~eretofore held myself, I still hold myself, as a neutral betwee_n
said parties, unless otherwise ordered by the Government of the Un
States.
In the mean time I do solemnJy recommend. to the Cherokee people to
at ~eace with one ano~er, as they all profess to be with the people of
Uruted States ; and as, during my agency of upwards of two ye~rs pa
have acknowledged and respected the old Cherokee chiefs and their gove ·
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ment as the only government of the Cherokee nation, I shal_l continue so to
do until otherwise instructed by lhe Government of the Umted States.
'
MONTFORT STOKES~

United States agent for the Cherokee Nation.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.
and .fl. ~. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Division.

~·

No. 7.

N@sHo SuB-AGENCY, October 15, 1839.
Srn: I have just returned from the Osage agency, whither I have been '
for two weeks past. On my return I found your communication of the
5th instant; and, in reply, l have to answer that -the report of John Ross
having had his emissaries, with wampum, tobacco, &c., amongst my people,
is true as the writings of Moses. 'l'hey had written communications, addressed nor only to the chiefs of these three little tribes, but to tribes north •
-0fus.
.
This information was given me by, perhaps, the only honest Seneca here,
(Daniel Adam~,) some time, I think, 'in the latter part of August; and, in
anticipation of this state of things, I immediately advised these people not to
meet John Ross in coqncil, or to have any thin~ whatever to <lo with him;
to all of which they promised compliance, except the chiefs of SeneGas. I .
believe Corn stick, the principal chief of Senecas, ( who is now dead,) was
down at Ross's council. I shall keep yon ad vised of all such movements, ·
a s far as I may be able.
·
I a,m, sir, with much respect,. yolJr most obedient servant,
R. A. CALLAWAY,

Neosho Sub-agent.
Brigadier General lVI.. ARBUCKLE,
Com'dg 2d Dept. Western Div., Fort Gibson.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D.' C.
and A. A. Adjt. Gen. 2d Dept. ff': Division.

No. 8.
Foa-r GrnsoN, November 16, 1839.
The chiefs of the Cherokee nation, and the national council, have fre-quently invited Mr. Ross and his people to form a union, and participate
with the old settlers in the laws and government of the country; but, unfo rtunately for the people, all such offers have been rejected.
By this refusal much confusion has been caused, and great distress brought
upon the people in consequence of their not being able to draw their .money
from the United States.
The chiefs have been called upon by thr. people for relief, saying-, that if
these difficulties are not settled, and they are r.< t enabled soon to draw their
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money from the United States Government. their families and themse
wiJl be brought to sufferance and starvation·.
The chiefs have, therefore, called upon the agent for his advice
:should be don~ ; and he hns transmitted to the chiefs a written proclama ·
to the people of the-Cherokee nation, in which he recommends that pea
~hould be established between us all.
' 'l.,he agent's views upon the subject are highly approved of by the cbie
and· his advic-e is yery satisfactory; they are, therefore, willing to coinci
with the agent's r~c6rnrnendation, by adopting such measures as they ho ~
will bring abont peace and a union of the old and new settlers.
, 'fhe chiefs are willing to renew their invitation, and open the way ag~
for a union of the whole Cherokee people, to take place, if it can be don
by allo,w ing just.ice equally to all.
,
.
The chiefs ·wish tbe Cherokee people to live in peace, to enjoy equ·
privileges, live under the same government, and hold the present coun
in commo11, for the benefit of the '-'whole Cherokee people.
1\ow, in order that these wishes may be effected, the chiefs do heret~
1n:ake it known to the people, and open the wa.y again to receive their ne
friends and brothers, and invite them to join with us in the present goverrment of the country, under the following propositions:
1st. They propose that the present country shall be in common, the property of the whole Chero~ee people: and likewise all annuities due und~•
.treaty stipulations.
2d. That tt1e whole Cherokee people shall live under the same go~er_n•
m·ent, and enjoy equal rights and privileges, and have an equal share m 1
Tegulations.
':'If our friends and brothers are willing to JOm us, and accept of tbes
1,ropositions, and signify their willingness by signing their names t~ t ·•
then it will be considered that peace is restored, and a union estabhsbec.
After this is known, all objections to pay the money over to the people wr~
be r'emoved.
And, likewise, as soon thereafter as practicable, a council will be_cal_lE
for the purpose of passing additional laws, and creating snch ~ther d1stn ...
as may be necessary to meet the convegience of the people, and arran:- ·
ments made to allow the emigrants an eq_ual participation in the pres
government.
To avoid any charo-e of unfairness in the signing of names to _th~se ropositions, the persont in charge of the papers in the several d1stncts a
required to request at ench place one of the new emigrants, or of Mr. Ro~
party, to be present and witness the signatures as they are put down.
JOHN ROGERS,
JOHN SMITH,
DUTCH,
Chiefs of the Cherokee l\~ation.
.v

THOS.

w ILSON,

Secretary to Chiefs.
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FoRT GrnsoN, Novembe; 16, 1839.
We have examined the foregoing propositions, and approve the sa~e, and
recommend them to the favorable consideration of the Cherokee p~ople.
M. STOKES,
Agent for the Cherokee Nation.
M. ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brig. General U. S .. A.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A.' D. C.,
and A. A. Adj. General, 2d Dept. W. Division.

No.9.
2n DEP'.r. W. Drv1s10N,
Fort Gibson, November 24, 1839.

HEADQUARTERS,

Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for the information of theGovernment, a copy of a letter addressed to nw by John Ross, on the 4th-·
instant, which- was received by mail on the 13th. That ·Jetter very fully ·
exhibi-ts the feelincrs of Mr. Ross towards the United States ; and, had he ·
not been prepared ~to start to Washington on business of much interest, as it was understood, to the late emigrants, 1 would have caused him to be
arrested . and placed in confinement until the pleasure of the Government
was known.
I judge that it will be perceived, by the conduct of Mr. Ross since his
arrival in this country, that the Cherokee nation cannot be restored to quiet,
or the necessary security had. for the continuance of peace on this frontier,
as long as he is permitted to have the least authority in that nation. He
has now attached to him (as I believe) a number of the most' cunninir specufat0rs of drn new emigrants, and ~ome of the old settlers, who desire to
profit by his assistance in passing their accounts or claims.
·
It will be notioed that Mr. Ross asserts that the Eastern and Western
Cherokees have formed a union, with which a majority of both are satisfied,
and that he continues to regard himself principal chief. Judging from the
best information I ha·v e on this subject, I am of the opinion that there were
about twelve hundred Cherokee men in this country before the arrival of
Mr. Ross anq the late emigrants, and that about one hundred and forty or
fifty of that number have joined him. The decree of John Looney, which
has been trnnsmitte<il to your office, might lead to 't he belief that a greater
number had joined ; and I would be of that opinion myself, had I not received such informati0n as I can fully rely on, that a large portion of the
sig1rnrs of Looney's decree were a'b sent, and that; except a very small number of the signers, they were led to believe that it was a remonstrance
against a white gov.ernor, who, it was reported, the chiefs of the, old settlers
had requested should be appointed .over them; and, therefore, authorized
their names to be used 1in a remonstrance to such a measure.
You will also receive, herewith, a list of the individuals, so f.ar as 1 am
at present informed, who were concerm-ed in the murder of the Ridges and
Boudinot; also, a cor,·ect eopy of Grnvernor Stokes's communicatt'on to the ·
Cherokee nation, under date of the llili inst., and a further invitation of..
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the chiefs of the old settlers to the late emio-rants to join their governmen
of the 16th inst. ; and should this fail to prgduce a union, the Governme
it is hoped, will direct the measures to be taken to effect that object whic
is very important to the security of the Cherokees themselves a~d the
neighbors.
It will be perceived, · by the list of i ndi vidu als concerned in the murder o
~he_R:i<lges and Boudinot, which 1 have no doubt is correct, so far as those
~nd1v1duals are known at present, that Bird Doublehead, James Spear, Dan, 1el Colstoff, and Soft-shell Turtle, served in the convention of Mr. Ross las
summer, and signed the proceedings of that body ; and it has been repeatedly stated to me that Joseph Spear, and his brother Archibald, belonged
to the guard of Mr. Ross.
I was notified, very soon after the murder of the Ridges and Boudinot.
that t~o white men, John Meigs and Nave, connected · with Mr. Ross by
blood or marriage, and then living at his house, were concerned in the
murder of Boudinot, and in making an attempt to murder his brother Stand
W atie. The in formation I received, and which has subsequently been
confirmed by . nnquestionable authority, is, that Nave, on the morning
Boudinot was killed, passed Park Hill Mission but a very short time before
the murder was committed, and also passed a new house Boudinot was then
building, and where he was at that time. As soon as Mrs. Boudinot heard
of the murder of her husband, she requested one of the carpenters he had
employed to take a horse and go as fast as possible to his brother's, (Stand
Watie's,) and notify him of his danger. He complied with this request:
and after remaining at Stand \.,Vatic's (which is four or five miles fr?m Park
Hill) a short time, he overtook the two white men abovenamed, with three
armed Cherokees near to them. I at first determined to have these white
men apprehended -and brought to trial; but, on further consideration, believed that the evidence against them, however satisfactory it might_ be, of
their participation in the foul deeds of that day, would not be sufficient to
conv:ict them before a court of justice.
I j1.1dge it not amiss, in order that the Government may, in some degree
have the opportunity of judging of the character of Mr. Ross, as respects
veracity, again to transmit a copy of his letter to me of the 22d of June last,
with a copy of his proceedings in convention of the 12th of July, and of the
7th and 10th of the same month. By the letter referred to, it would app~ar
that Mrs. Boudinot had advised Mr. Ross to leave home for safety; saym~
that Stand Watie had determined to raise a company of men for the purpose of taking his life. Mrs. Boudinot, when leaving this country, informed
~apt~in Ar~strong, acting ~mperintendent, , that the statement of Mr. Ross
m this particular, is totally destitute of truth.
.
I addressed you on the 12th inst., and then referred to my letters m relati~n to d~ffirnlties in the Cherokee nation ; and have to request that you
will ndvi~e me of their having been received.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedirnt servant,
M. ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brig. General U. S. A.
Brigadier General R. JONEs,

AdjuJant General, Washington City.
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No .. 10.

l'1/ovembr:r 26, 1839.
Srn: I have the honor to enclose you a petitiop 'from the Cherokee chiefs,
asking from the department that a delegation of their people be permitted
to vis.it Washing-~n. No satisfactory adjustment of the difficulties bet\veen
the two parties has, as yet, taken place. ')"'he old settlers are determined to
hold on, contendino- that they are the constituted authorities of the nation;
while Mr. Ross and his party have been councilling durir1g the summer and
(all, and seem equally determined to exercise authorify •over the Ch~roke_e
nalion. Until the two parties settle their difficultjes 1 unless otherwise di.
rect~d by the department, the old chiefa will be recognised by the agent in
·t ransacting public business with the Cherokees.
_ .
Mr. Ross left a few days since, as understood, ' fer Washington, with a
,delegation of eight or ten.
'
Very, respectfully, your obedient servant,
'
WM. ARMSTRONG,
CHOCTAW AGENC); WEsT,

Acting Superintendent l'V. Territory.

·

'I\

HARTLEY CRAWF01w,

Esq.,

_Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington City.

1

Fon.T GrnsoN, November 22, 1839.
Srn: Yon are aware thLJt Mr. Ross has gone to ·washington with a del-

-egation purporting to represent the Cherokee nation. Since we addressed
you, remc,mstrating against the authority of this delegation· to transact any
business of a national character with the Government of the United States,
we have deemed it right and proper, under all the circumstances, to make
an application through you, as 01u agent, to the War Department, for a
delegation of five to visit Washington, to lay before the honorable Secretary
of War the causes of the late difficulties between the Cherokee people, and
to show, clearly, that every exertion has been made by the old settlers to
reconcile the two parties, and to give all n free participation in the goventment of the Cherokee people. Claiming, as we do, to be the chiefs of the
Cherokee people, and protesting against the assumption of John Ross and
his self-constituted government, we conceive that the justice of our cause,
and the importance of the subject, involving deeply the interest and foture
welfare of the Cherokee people, make it absolutely necessary that the Cherokees representing the old party have a ,delegation to be present with Mr.
Ross. We have no other desire but to restore peace and harmony ,to our
people; and we hope our great father will sanction the visit of our <lelega,
,
gation to Washington.
We respectfully reqnest that you lay our wishes before the Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, and that you be pleased to urge the same. We have no
hesitation in saying that our friends General Arbuckle and Captain Arm:streng, as well as yourself, will agree with us m the importance of the mea- ,
.sure proposed.
We are, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servants,

JOHN ROGERS,
JOHN SMITH,
DUTCH,
C!,,iejs of the Cherokee Nation.
General M.

STOKES,

.Agent for the Cherokees, Cherokee Agency.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office 1ndia11 Alfairs, Jatiuary 2, 1 4.0.
Sm: Yours of the 26th November last; enclosing a request, of the 22d o
same month, addressed to Governor Stokes, by " John Rogers, John S mit 7
and Dutch, chiefs of lhe Cherokee nation," making application "for a deegation of five to vfsit Washington, to lay before the honorable Secretary of
War the causes of the late difficulties between the Cherokee people, and to
show, clearly, that every exertion has been made by the old settlers to reconcile the parties, and to give all a free participation in the government of the
Cherokee people," and giving various reasons for the request, has been
received.
These papers have been laid before the Secretary of War, by whom I am
instructed to say th~t it is not necessary "the delegat~on should come on
here, as they may rest assured that justice will be done to them in their absence." The representations have been very full on the subject of the unfortunate differences that exist among the Cherokees, and are understood, it
is believed, by the department. Besides, Messrs. Bell and ~tanc.1 Watie ~re
in Washington, and will, no doubt, be attentive to the duties with which
their brethren must have_charged them.
.
It will be the study, as it is the duty, of the Government to do what IS
right and proper under the circumstances.
.
Yon will please to communicate the above to the Cherokees who signed
the application made through Governor Stokes, which will, i~ is hoped,
satisfy them that their presence at the seat of Government;. is entirely unnecessary.
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,

T. HARTLEY CRAWFORD,
Commissioner ln.dian A.ffairs.
Captain WM. ARMSTRON G,
Choctaw Agency W est.

No. 11.

2n D EP T, W. D1v1s10._.,
,
Fort Gibson, December 11, 1839.
Sm: I had the honor, on the 4th in stant, to rec eive your inst~nction:,
u nder date of the 12th of October last, and, in compliance therewith, I a~dressed two communications to Joseph Vann, second chief of the late ef!1I•
grants, under dates of the [5th and] 6th instant, copies of which are herewith
enclosed, together with his reply of the tith instant.
.
_The call on ~r. Vann was very necessary at the time it was made, as it
w11l be seen that a relative of one of the treaty party had been attacked _an
s uffered the loss of one of his hands; and the father and brother of Houdmo
• are now at this post for protection, and John Smith, a chief of the old se_tlers, and· one of the signers of the treaty of 1S35, has; with some of s
friends, been compelled to leave home, and remain on the south of the
Arkansas river for security; and that portion of the treaty party that ha e
not complied with the decrees of Mr. Ross, and their friends, consider themselves in ~8:nger of violence from the Ross party; and the old sett!ers ~h
have not Jomed Ross do not consider themselves in a much better s1tuauon;
HEADQ,U ART E R S,
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an<l, from information recently received, it is probable that my,communic~•
tion to John Ross, of the 14th of October last, prevented Mr. Ross. or ,h1s~
partisans from attacking them at their late council. You 'Yill, therefor?"
perceive that the Cherokee p~ople are most unpleas~ntl)'.' situated at this-.
time: independent of the oppos1t10n of Mr. Ross and his friends to the murderers of the Ridges and Boudinot being brought to justice, or perhaps to the United States ha'ving any control whatever over transactions in the Cherokee nation.
,
It is hoped that, at the proposed meeting of the late emigrants on the16th instant, something may be done to unite the whole of the Cherokeer
people under one government. You will notice, by my communications,,.
that I have regarded the government of the old settlers as the _lawful gov.
ernment of the Cherokee nation, in consequence of their Jrnvmg made a
:fair proposition, in writing, to the late emigrants, to unite w)th .them in June·;
last. 'ro that proposition Mr. Ross and his friends made no reply, in con .. .
sequence (as it has been stated) of that proposition hav~ng been ~ccompanied by indecorous remarks; yet the subseqnent proceedings of Mr. Ross,.
I judge, will fully satisfy you that he would not have accepted any proposition the old settlers could have made to meet at this post; and the old set-tlers refused to a.t tend the conV"ention of Mr. Ross, in consequence (as they
assured me) of their he lief that they could not there oppose any measure"
proposed by Mr. Ross or his partv, without being liable to in.suit, if not
violence.
·
' .,
1t will be seen that I have done all in my power to effect a union of the
parties in the Cherokee nation ; and, as Mr. Ross is now out of the country,
it is possiblct that this important object may be accomplished in a short time;
an d, as the interest of the Cherokee people, and that of the United States,
requires that his authority should be dispensed with in the Cherokee nrrtion, I fwpe that the Cherokees will themselves think proper to do so ;:
otherwise, if 1 am correctly informed, (as I believe I am,) a large portion of"
the old settlers will seek a new country, rather than be subject to the control of John Ross; and John Brown, the former principal chief of the old
,settlers, has gone to Mexico, with the object, as I am informed, of procuring
a country for himself and his friends.
I am informed of many disorders and acts of violence in the Cherokee
nation of late, and several of these acts have been committed on our citi-zens by Indians and white men residing in the Indian country. The greater
number of the individuals concerned in the late outrages have been apprehended, and will be turned over to the marshal for the district of Arkansas.
A number of bad white men in the Cherokee nation are doincr much
in3ury to the Cherokee people. These white men cannot be kept o~t of the:
Indian country, unless legal provision is made to punish them 'for returning
in to such country after they have been removed therefrom by the proper
authority.
I have of late received positive information that John Ross was at the:
Double Spring council, with many (or the most) of the principal men of the· ·
l~te emigrants, on _the We~nesda,7: before th~ Ridges and Boudinot were·
kill,ed ; and, from mformat1on derived from the same source, it would appear almost certain that Edward Gunter was in the woods nea.r Boudinot's:
when he was killed; and it has been frequently reported to me that Mr. ,
Lynch, who is now with Mr. Ross, was present when John Ridge was kill-ed ; and that the party halted at his house the same day, where they took-
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their breakfast. The information I have received of his beina present
when Ridge was murdered, I could not folly' rely on, and therefo; took no
~easures to h8:ve him apprehen~ed; but I have no doubt of the party havmg called at his honse the mornmg the murder was committed.
I do not regard it necessary further to notice this subject at present, as
the papers I addressed to the Adjntant General Inst summer and fall will
inform you of those that must have had a material agency
the murders
that have been committed.
In a recent communication to the Adjutant General, I mentioned a man
,called ~ave: as being concernr,d, or connected, in the murder of _Boudinot.
I have 'been informed that he was a white man; I have since learned that
he is a nephew of John Ross, and is regarded u Cherokee .
. · I regret that Colonel Kearney did n-ot at once cqmply with the instructions he r~ceived to strengthen this post with a part of his regiment. I
expect three companies of his regiment here about the last of the present
month ; l have required no more, in consequence of there being no quarters for a greater numqer, and from the belief that, with such increase of
force, the wishes of the Government can be accomplished, and peace pre:served.
I will not lose a moment in communicating to yon the reply require~ of
the principal men of the Iate etnigrants, which wilJ probably be rec~1ved
about the 22d instant. The old settlers, you are apprized, are the f~iends
•Of the treaty party, notwithstanding they consider the treaty very trnJust to
them, as they hn.ve furnished a country for the late emigrants, and a_re not
entitled to receive a cent of the money to be divided. After the ~}aims ?f
•every kind are satisfied, the sum that will be to divide, they believe, WIil
be very considerable, if unnecessary claims are not allowed, and that they
.are, in common justice, entitled to an equal share of that surplus.
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant,
.
M. ARBUCKLE,

m

Brevet Brigadier General U. 8. A.
Hon. J. R.

PoINSETT,

Secretary

0/

War.

HEADQUARTERS,

2n

DEPT.

,v. D1v1sroN,

Fort Gibson: Deceniber 5, 1839 .
. S1 R: I herewith enclose the copy of a communication from th~ ~ecr~tary of War, respecting the difficulties that have and are now ex1stmg m
the Cherokee nation ; and request that an answer may be returned as so<?n
as possible, in order that the same may be forwarded to Washington, m
accordance with the request of the Secretary. This is addressed to you
wit?- a request that you may call together the principal men of the late
€migrants, and furnish me with a reply.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brev. Brig. Geri. United States army.
JOSEPH

V .ANN,

2d Chief of the Emigrant Cherokees.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.,
and A. A. Adjt. Gen. 2d Dept. W. Division.
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2n OF.PT, W. D1v1sION,
Port Gibson, December 6, 1839.

~DQUARTERs,

Srn: Mr. Watie, the brother of Stand Watie, arrived here yesterday
evening, (after I had written to you:) nnd assured _me that_ he co~ld not
1onuer remain in safety at his home ; and that a relative of his, or of some
of the treaty party, was attacked in his bed a few nights since, and his·
hand nearly cut off by a hatchet; and that several of the treaty party, or
their relations, have left home for safety. This state of things, you will.
perceive, renders it necessary that ·i mmediate and suitable mea:mres should
be taken to insure peace and security to the Chero~ee people. I will there•
fore be glad, to see you at this post as soon as possible.
·
l am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
,
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brev. Brig. Gen. United States army.
JOSEPH VANN,

2d Chief of the late Emigrant Cherokees.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMO~S, A. D. C.
and A. A. Adjt. Gen. 2d ,Dept. · W. Division~
SPRING CREEK, Decembe1· 6, 1839.
Srn: I have received your letter by the hands of your express, dated the
5th instant, and a communication from the Secretary of War, dated the 12th
of October last. You requested that I should call together the principal
men of the late emigrants, and fornish you with a reply. I complied thus
far: I have appointed a time for them to meet, and sent an express
for all the principal men of the , late emigrants to be notifi'ed to attend at
Tahlequah council-ground on the 16th day of this month, and for them to
take into consideration the communication of the Secretary. And I also received a letter from the hands of your express, dated the 6th of this month,
stating that Mr. Watie, the brother of Stand Watie, had arrived, and as- .
sured you that he could no longer remain ih safety at his home, and that
some injury was done to some of the treaty party; and you further state,
"This state of things, you will perc'eive, renders it necessary that irµmediate
and suitable measures should be taken to insure peace and security to the
C~erokee people." I will assure you, so far as I .a~ concerned, and my powers
will allow, that they shall not be witbheld to rnsnre peace and security to
the Cherokee people. You state that you would be glad to see ,me at the
post as soon as possible; it would afford me great pleas11re 1 if it had been in
my power, to attend and see yon immediately. I have appointed a time fora11 the principal men of the late emigrants to meet; and I shall make it con•
venient to call and see_ you on my wa_y. It wo_uld a~ord me great pleasure
to see you, and talk with you respectmg the d1fficnlties that exist amongst
the Cherokee people.
I am, sir, respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH V Al\N,

To M.

ARBUCKLE,

Assistant Principal•Chief....

Brevet Brig. Gen. United States army.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMO~~S, A. D. C.,
and A, A. Adjt. Gen, 2d Dept. W. Division.

Doc. No. 188.
No. 12.
2o DEPT. vV. D1v1s10 ·,
Fort Gibson, December J , l 39.
S_rn :_ I had the .honor, on the 11th instant, to address you in relation to
-~~ffairs 1~ the Cherokee nation ; and on the same evening received your
rnstruct1ons of the 9th ultimo, a duplicate of which was handed to me b
Lieutenant Winder on the 15th instant.
.
·
Yon will herewith receive a copy of a letter I addressed to Mr. Josep
Yann, assistant chief of the late emigrants, and others, under date of the
14th instant; also of one addressed to John Rogers, principal chief of the
...--old settlers, on the 15th. To each I furnished an extract of your instrucitions ~f the 9th ultimo, commencing at the begioning, and ending with the
,following lan,;;uage: " Aud they can do so in no manner so etf~ctuully as
-~by seizing and punishing the assassins who murdered the Ridges and Bou,dinot."
I judged it best to furnish both parties with this information, and to promote their union, to address them us I have heretofore done; yet it is ver~·
{probable that the Eastern Cherokees, and tliose that have joined them, supposed to be about two-thirds of the whole Cherokee people, will decidy tha
:the government they have formed must be complied with by the opposite
party. · In thut event, it is difficult to say when the Cherokee nation wil.
· .l ie ,restored to quiet, as the old settlers, with the emigrants that have joined
!if:hcm, claim to be more than one-third of the nation ; are not represented by
-:an individual of their own choice in the government formed by Mr. Ross :
iand, independent of this, a considerable number of the treaty party, as wdl
.-,.as, the old settlers, will leave this country if he is to continue at the head of
1.:the Cherokee government.
The .]ate emigrants, or the government established by Mr. Ross, are nou·
-i n council, and I expect to hear from them in a few days, when I will de·,tach Lieutfmant Winder in charge of such answer ns they may think proper
,to make in relation ta--the matter contained in your communications of the
12th of October last and 9th ultimo, and will then do myself the honor to
llteply more fully to the hi.tter. ,
I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brigadier General U. S. A.
HEADQUARTERS,

M:

Hon.

J. IL Po1NSETT,
. Secretary of War, Washington City.

2n DEPT. W. D1v1s10N,
Fort Gibson, December 14, 1839.
GENTLEMEN: I herewith transmit, for your information, an extract of a
l etter_ addressed to me from the War Department, under date of the 9th.
ultimo, containing the determination of the Government in relation to the
murderers of the Ridges and Boudinot; and, in addition, it is proper that I
:should inform you that Major Armstrong will be instrnc.:!tcd to pay no mor
money to the Cherokees until this matter is settled, nnd peace is restored to
the Cherokee nation. To effect these highly important objects, a unio_n ?
the old settlers and the late emigrants is indi pensably necessary; nnd Jt 1
HEADQ.UARTERS,
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therefore, earnestly hoped that the a~bitious or selfish v~ews of no o!le ~i_II
prevent the accomplishment of this obJect at an early period ; and this, It 1s
believed, can be effected without delay, provided it should be determined
that each party shall be represented in the new government by individuals
of their own choice, and in proportion to thefr numbers.
1, have understood that some of the Cherokees have expressed a belief
that I had prevented the money dne to them being paid. I therefore regard it proper to assure you that I have never written a word to the Gov,ernment on that subject; on the contrary', I am fully apprized of the needy
condition of the late emigrants, and hope that you will adopt such measures
as will, at an early period, remove all difficulties in relation to that matter..
The G(wernment will no doubt expect to be informed if the decrees
affecting- the treaty party will be repealed or enforced.
In relation to the murderers of the Ridges and Boudinot, it is not my
wish to have any apprehended, except the leaders of the parties, and those.
that ,v-ere materia1ly concerned in these murders.
If I can he of any servic~ to yon in effecting a ·union of the ,Cherokee
people, I will must cheerfully render you. every aid in my power; and
-should the parties agree to a meeting here, they may r,ely on my best exe_rtions in assisting them to restore quiet to the Cherokee nation, or to furnfsh
them every facility to accomplish that object themselves.
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedient ~ervant,
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brig. General U.S. A.
JOSEPH VANN,

- Assistant Ulzief of the late Emigrant Cherokees,
and others, in council, near lllino;s river.
T.rue copy:

S. G. SIMMONS, A. JJ. C.
and A. A. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Division.

2n DEPT. W. D1v1s10N,
Port Gibson, December· 15, 1839.

HEADQ.UAR-TERs,

·
1

DEAR Srn: You will receive herewith an extract of a letter from the
'S ecretary of War, under date t)[- the 9th ultimo; also a copy of my letter
to Mr, Vann, assistant chief of the late emigrants, of the 14th instant; by
:r.yhich you will be informed of the determination of the Government·in re- .
lation to affairs in the Cherokee nation, and of my views of what oucrht to
be done, and without delay, to prevent much injury and misery
the
Cherokee people. M.r. Varin appears to be as fully satisfied us I am that
the Cherokee nation cannot be restored to qniet unless jnstice is dorn~ toall; and that it will be difficult, if not impossible, to effect this object if
Mr. Ross is to hold office. I have informed Mr. Vann that if the old settlers, who are about one-third of the nation, can have one of the chiefs, and
the emigrants two, with a similar proportion of the subordinate otfictrs, theyought to be satisfied; and if Mr. Lowrey, Judge Martfn, and yourself, wera.appointed chiefs, I would have full confidence that peLlce would imme• ,

to
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diatelv be restored to tl e Cherokee nation. Will you not assist me toe
this desir~ble object? I think you ought, aud 011 the terms proposed.
I am, s1r, very respectfully, your obedient serv~r1t,

M. ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brigadier General U. S. A.
To J01-1N RoGERs,

Principal Chief of the Old Settlers, near Fort Gibson.
True copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.
and A. A. Adj. Gen.: 2d Dept. W. Division.

Ko. 13.
HEADQUARTERS,

2n

DEPT.

W. D1v1s10N,

Fort Gibson, December 26, 1839.

· Sm : I had the honor to address you on the subject of affairs in the
Che·r okee nation on the 18th instant, when I en1ertained a hope that l
would, before this, have had it in my power to furnish you with a satisfac.
tory reply (from the h}t.e emigrants) to your communication of the 12th of
October last; yet, to my great astonishment, the ]ate couu.cil adjourned
without taking the least notice of the snbject to which their reply was de•
mantled when they were required to assemble. In relation to this matt~r:
you will herewith receive a copy of my letter to Mr. Vann, under date of
the 24th instant, and his rep] y thereto of thf\ s;;,.me date ; also a copy of an
invitation by the agent of the Cherokees, dated on the 20th instant, (with
the Ross party,) for a general meeting @f the Cherokee nation on the 15th
of the next ·month; and a copy of an agreement between that party and the
agent on this subject, of the same date; also, a copy of my letter to Mr.
Vane, of the 19th instant.
T\Vo of the chiefs of the old settlers are here, together with Star, Adair,
a,nd several others of the mqst respectable and intelligent of the old settlers
and treaty party, and they regard the invitation to them to meet on_ the 15th
of the next month as having no other object than to ascertain which party
has the greatest number, and not for the purpose of a union on terms of
justice to all; and they are, I judge, disinclined to attend that council, as
, they do not regard themselves and their friends to be the majori~y ~f the
Cherokee nation, notwithstanding at least seven hundred men, prrnc1pally
heads of families, (of the late emigrants,) have joined them of late, and that
in one month or less they would have had the majority of the who+e nation
• on their side, had it not been prevented by your late communications, which
I judged it my duty to communicate. And with regard to the affairs in the
Cherokee nation, I cannot but regret that Lieutenant Winder arrived at my
quarters when Mr. Vann was present, and, in his presence; a. sured me
that you had requested him to say to me, at the moment of his departnre,
that peace mnst be preserved in the Cherokee nation, or words to that import. It is not, however, my wish to censure Lieutenant -w inder in tl1e
sliahtest degree, as these remarks were made, at the first moment of hi
arrival, without a knpwlcdge of the probability of their beina under tood:
or used in any way to pNvent a union of the parties on terms of justice, o

'
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to do injury otherwise . And I am now fully satisfied that no other terms
will, at an early period, give quiet to the Cherokee people; and to 'effect
this object, that each party must be fairly represented in a new government,
agreeably to their numbers, and the decrees of Mr. Ross's ~o_n,yention i1~ re- , ,
lation to the treaty party annulled. I am decidedly of oprn10n that., unless
the Ross party, at the contemplated meeting on the 15th of rn~xt month ,
should make such overtures to the old settlers as are just, quiet cannot be
had in the Cherokee nation, and, at least, many murders may be expected;
and, in the event of the failure of the present plan to restore peace in the
Cherokee nation, I cannot conjecture how that object is to be insured, except by the Government of the United States con;ipelling them to unite on
terms of equity; arid this will, very probably, have to be resorted to. The
Ross party majority isi not so great as to render it. probable that the opposite
party will comply with their will and pleasure, without being represented
by an individual of their own choice.
•
-·
The treaty party and old settlers, as you can readily imagine, are much
opposed to John Ross having any authority in the Cherokee natiorl ; and
the United States are still more interested in dispensing with his authority.
If the difficulties in the Cherokee nation are not settled at an early period, the United States must, and olJght to, dictate the _terms; and, if the
necessary an thority is given to me, this difficulty will soon end, if not settled by the Cherokees themselves. I judge that it will -only be nece.~sary
for them to know that I am authorized to call a force from Arkansas and
Missouri to settle this dispute, without the necessity of that force· being
called into actual service.
· ,
I have consulted the United States attorney for the district of Arkansas,
who is decidedly of opinion that the murderers of th~ Ridges and Boudinot
cannot be tried in the courts of the United States. Major Ridge having
been killed within the State of Arkansas, the murderers of him can be tried
by the laws of that State. I have not as yet b13en able to c.apture any of
the individuals implicarnd, and have directed the search for them to be discontinued during the late council; and this search will probably be discontinued until after the breaking up of the contemplated meeting on the 15th
of January, not wishing to throw any impediment in their way to prevent
a general attendance.
I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, ymu obedient servant,
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brigadier ~enerat U. S. army.
Hon. J. R. PoINSETT,
Secretary of War, Washington Oity.

2n DEPT. W. D1vrsrnN,
Fort Gibson, December 24, 1839.

HEADQ.UARTERs,

S 1'.R ! I this evening re'c eived from Governor Stokes, your agent, the
proceedings of your last council ; among which there is no reference made
to the subject for which the council ~ as called, viz: the commtmication
from the War Department under date of the 12th October, an answer to
w hich is required by the Secretary, ancl was requested by me. I have now

3

.
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to repeat my solicitation, and urge that an answer be O'iven in relatio •
th.a t .docu'.11ent. Your reply is requested by retnrn of e~press. '
I am, sir-, respectfully, your obedient servant,
M. A RBUCKLR,
Brevet Brig. Gen. U. 8. Army.
TQ JoSEPH VANN,
As~istant Chief of the late Emigrants.

- t· 'S.-An officer from ·Washington is now awaiting your answer at tl'
post.

M. A.

.
.
True copy:

S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.,
and A. A. Adj. Gen,i 2d Dept. W. Division.

,.
'

CHEROKF!E

NA1'ION,

Near Neosho r,iver, December 24, 1S39,
· Snt: I .this evening received by express your lettn of the 24th Decem•
ber. Yon state that you had seen Governor Stokes, our agent, and t •
proceedings of our last council, and among which there is no reference
. made to the subject for which the council was called, viz: the communica•
tion from the War Department, under date of the 12th of October, an an•
swer to which is reql1irPd by the Secretary of War .
. _ 'rhe extract of letters which I received, of the Secretary of War, (one
· under date 12th Octol;ier, and the other 9th November,) and your two letter·
- to me, I submitted to the national committee and council, when assembled :
they . were then read and interpreted, and taken into consideration. ,
answer was about to be prepared, when I received a Jetter from you, by ex.
· press, at the council, requesting that the council should go into some ar•
rangement to settle the difficulties that exist in our country; and aLo Go,.
. ·Stokes said; in his address to the councilJ that he wished the Cherokee peo.p,le to meet -this winter, or early next spring1 for the purpose of settling their
difficulty. The national c_o uncil has taken,your request and that of G?v.
Stokes into considetation 1 and then appointed a committee to confer wHh
Governor Stokes as to the time and pince when the Cherokee people should
meet for the purpose of settling their difficulty; the time and place which
was appointed I ex.pect you have seen.
It appears to be the view of the Secretary of \Var, in th~ extract of h··
letter under date of 12th October, that the Cherokee people should be call
together, and a majority, fairly obtained, s,h ould govern. rrhe time is app~inted for the Cherokee people to meet on the 15th of next month ; then I.
will call on the national committee and council to answer the Secretary
War's communication j that is as soon as it will be convenient.
I am, sir: respectfully, your obedient servant 1
J. VANN, Assistant Chief.

To M.

ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brig. Gen. U. ~- .llrmy,
T;ue copy:

S. G. SlMMO S, A. D. C.,
and A. A. Adj. Gen., 2d Dept, W. Divisio

~
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TAHLEQUAH, CHEROKEE ,NATION,

Dece'f!l,ber 20, 1839.
The following understanding and agreement is entered into between
Montfort Stokes: United States agent for the pberokee nation, and Joseph
Vann, David Vann, Ricliard Ta-rlor, Charles Coodey, and W. S. Coodey, a
committee specially appointed thereto by the national council:
It is mutually agreed that a friendly and general invitation shaH be given to all the Cherokee people to assemble at Tahlequah on the 15th day of
January, 1840, in order that the will of a majority of the Cherokees may
then and there be fairly and properly ascertained in relation to the government of the nation; the object being to establish peace and to restore quiet
among all the people, and to satisfy the Government of the Unitea States_
.
.
which is the government of their choice.
The Cherokees promise, on their part, that _no person of the treaty party,
or of any other party or politics, shall be molested in attending said meeting, either in coming, while remaining, or returning to their homes; and
will use every exertion to maintain strict order an<l propriety, that the proposed meeting shall he of a friendly character, and all business tran~acted
in harmony and good feeling.
·
Written notices shall be sent throughout the country, si~ned by the un,
dersigned, requesting prompt and general attendance of all parties at the
time designated; and the declared will or the majority at the meeting -shall
be reported to the Government of the United States as the d,ecision .of the
Cherokees in relation
their future government.
.
M. STOKES,

to

Agent for .the Cherokee _Nation.
JOSEPH VANN,
_
,
,, Assistant Principal .Chief.
, DAVID VANN,
. .
RICHARD T.A YLOR,
CHARLES COODEY,
W., SHOREY COODEY.

Tl'ue copy ~
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.,
and A. A. Adjt. Gen. 2d Dept. W. Division.

TO THE CHEROKEE PEOPLE.

You are hereby invited and requested to assemble at Tahlequah, near
the lllinois river, on the 15th day of January next, then and there· to decide
by vote which shall be the government of the Cherokee nation, in order
that peace and friendship may be restored throughout the co1.mtry,,and the
Government of the United States satisfied. as.-to the will and oltoice of the
Cheroke·es in relation to this matter.
The undersigned have entered into an agreement that ithis· meeting shall
be conducted with strict order, and that no person of the treaty party, or of
any other party or politics, shall be molested or ill-treated, eitheli in coming
to, while remaining at, or returning from, the ' cm,r ncil to their homes, and
aJl business transacted in good feeling and harmony.
1

,
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All the people of all parties whatever are invited, and desired to be ·
prompt attendance, to declare their will by their vote that futute strife
subside2 and the rnme reported to the President of th~ United States. .
•
M. STOKES,

Agent for Cherokee Nation.
JOSEPH VAN ,

Assistant Principal Chief

DAVID .VANN,
RICHARD 'TAYLOR,
'1.,AHLEQUAH, CE.E;RO:{{EE

True copy:

CHARLES COODEY.
W. SHOREY COODEY.
NATION, December 20, 1839.
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.

and A. A. Adjt. Gen. 2d Dept. W. Division.
HEADQUARTERS, 2D DEPT,
GENTLEMEN:

w. DIVISION,

Fnrt Gib,son, December 19, 1839.
!'received by the mail last evening a copy of n commu,

nication from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to Captain Armstrong,
a copy of which is herewith transmitted for your information.
It is with your council at once to settle all difficulties in the Cherokee
nation, which, as I judge, cannot be effected except on terms of perfect justice to both parties. I, therefore. entreat you to act promptly in this highly
important matter, that the Cherokee people may be restored to quiet and
good feeling towards each other. ,
Captain_Armstrong has informed me that he is appoint~d to act on the
claims of the Cherokees against the Osages, and that he will attend to that
duty soon after his return from Red river, where he is at present.
I am, ·gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedient servant,•

·

M. ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brig. General U. S. ,/1.•

.JOSEPH VANN,

Ass't Chief of the late Emigrants, and other.~,
in council near Illinois river.
True copy:

S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. C.
and A. , A. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. JJ': Division.

2n DEPT. W. Jhv1s10N,
Fort Gibson, December 27, 1 39.

HEADQUARTERS,

SIR: I have this moment received the original (of which the ~ccompanyi
is a copy) from the chiefs of the old settlers, which is transmitted for yo ·
inform~tion; and, although I do not donb~ that the present intention of
late emigrants are opposed to a union with the old settlers on the te
proposed, yet I am not without a hope that the proposition will be acce
and that peace will thereby be restored to the Cherokee nation.
I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brigadier General U.
Hon. J. R. Po1NSETT,
Secretary of War, Washington City.
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Fou.·r GrnsoN, December 27, 1839. ·
GENTLEMEN: Having seen notifications purporting to be in accordance
with an ngreement entered into between our agent: Governor Stokes, and
Joseph Vann and others, of the Ross party, we would, therefore, beg leave ·
most respectfully to call your attention to this matter; and while we are
constrained to protest against the illegal acts of Joseph Vann and others,
we would not have our agent (Governor Stokes) to think that we are in the
least disposed to censure- him for his noble efforts to bring about a· reconciliation, and thereby restore peace and harmony to the Cherokee people;
for, ahove all others, this should be the desirable object, and one that our
acts plainly dem@nstrate has been sought after by us. But we do not believe that the meeting calied by Joseph Vann and others (if we understa!ld
the design of it) can effect any thing good for our people.
·
.
In the first place, the legal authorities of the Cherokee ·natiori west have
not been consulted, nor have they had any agency in convening the people
to decide by vote which government shall prevail.
Secondly. We do not predicate the legitimacy of our government barely
upon numbers; for long has the United States Government acknowledged
our government, and treated us as a nation. And how often has Mr. Ross,
while wielding the government-of the Eastern Cherokees, done the same,
and contended that we were distinct communities 1
How strange does it appear, now, for Mr. Ross and his partisans to attempt by threats and violence to abrogate our laws, a_n d place a government over our heads without our consent.
We appeal to you again, and to the Government of the ·United States, to
see that justice is done. It is plainly to be seen what would be the consequence if the R0ss party should succeed in their present plan to get the
United States to acknowledge the ]egitimacy of thair government,- under
existing circumstances. A goodly number of onr respectable ,c itizens would
be under prnscription; while a large portion of our people would be stripped
of their rights and unrepresented in the government, while crimes of th.e
deepest dye would go unpunished. To such a state of things as this we
never can consent; but w e ever have been, and are yet, willing to come to
a friendly understanding-, in which the rights of all shall be respected, and
equal justice done to all ; but we do most earnestly protest against any assumed right or illegal steps of individuals to the contrary. Nevertheless,
you are at liberty to notify the opposite party that we are willing to meet
them here, (flt Fort Gibson,) by each party choosing twelve men; and meet
here at any time they may appoint, for the purpose of making such arrangements for the future government of the Cher~kee nation as may be calculated to restore peace to the Cherokee people; and we agree to abide the
decision of said committees.
·
We are, gentlemen, with high respect, your fri e nds,
,
JOHN ROGERS, P. C.
JOHN SMITH,
DUTCH,
THoM.H'l

,v

T o Gen. M.

C!,,iejs of the Cherokee Nat-ion.
ILSON,

Secreta_ry C. C. N.

ARBUCKLE,

•

True copy;

and Gov. M.

I,

~

STOKES,

Agent for Cherokees.
S. G. SIMMONS, A. D. G.,
and A. A. Adjt. Ge17:. 2d Dept. W. Division. ,

I
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No. 14:

FuLLER's HoTEL, December 31, I 39.
1
'I he . complir:pents of the undersigned, representatives of the Cherokee
people,,_to _the I~on. _Joel R .. Poinsett, _Secretary of War, and beg leave to

report their am val. rn the city, on busmess of the Cherokee nation with the
United States Government.
The delegation would be h,appy to pay their personal respects to the hono_rable Secretary of Wai' and the President of the United States at such time
as they may be pleased to designate.
We have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient, humble
<:;e·r vants,

JOH~ ROSS,
JOSEPH M. LYNCH,

LOONEY PRICE,
ELIJAH HICKS,
EUW ARD GUNTBR,
GEORG 8 HICKS,
his
ARCHIBALD x CAMPBELL,
mark.
his ·
JOHN x LOONEY,
. mark.

WAR DEPAi•1·MEN-r,

Jam1.ary 2, 1840.

The Secretary of War is instructed by the President to say, in repl~ to
the Cherokees claiming to be representatives of that_people, and expressmu
their desire to pay their personal respects to the President and !he Secretary
of War, that, until a fo 11 investigation has been ho.d of all t_he circumstances
attenqin0' the foul aud cruel murders lately perpetrated Ill the Cher?kee
country ~1pon the innocent and unoffending chiefs the Ridges and Boudinot,
the Government will hold no communication with John Ross.
The Secretary of War will receive the other. me ers of the delegation
to-morrow at one o'clock.
To JosEPH M. LYNCH,
LOONEY PRI°CE,

ELIJAH B.1cKs,
EDWARD GuN'l'rrn,
GEORGE HICKS,
ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL,
JOHN LOONEY,

Puller's Hott!.

~IR:

W ASHINGTO Crnv, January 3, 1 40.
The undersio-ned, a porti?n of the delew1.4on from the ·Cl~ero_·

nation, have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yonr commurncall
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of yesterday. They regre_t to l~arn thnt tq.e ~ove,rnm_ent_ has d~termined
"to hold no communicat10n with John Ross,'' the principal chief of the
nation, "until a full investigati0n has been had of all_ the circt~mstances attendi ng the foul and cruel murders lately perpetrated m the Cherokee coun.:
try upon the innocent and unoffending chiefs the Ridges and Boudinot."
If an investigation had been made, and the gnilt- of Mr. Ross had been
established, or even if pregnant circumstances of suspicion had been exhibited upon a full and impartial examination of the case, the undersigned
wo11Id have felt no surprise at the views indicated in your communication.·
When such investigation shall be instituted, Mr. Ross will be prepared
to meet it. None such, however, has·yet been made; and ignorant as we
are of any circumstances that can fix upon Mr. Ross any participation in
the acts of which he is thus at lenst impliedly accused, it appears to us
that, independently of other reasons for our course, it might appear that
we lent our sanctio11 to the charge, if we were, under existing circumstances, to accept the invitation you have been please9 to offer, ·of waiting upon
you to-dn.y, to the exclusion of .M.r. Ross, one of the constituent members of
the delegation.
·
·Having averred onr ignorance of the grounds upon which Mr. Ross has
been thus gravely and pu bljcly accused, we_hQpe we shall not be eonsidered as going beyond the strict line of our duty if we request that you will ·
furnish to us the names of Mr. Ross's accusers, and the evidence which has
been exhibited to the department implicating him in the acts to which you
have alluded.
•
_
We have the honor to be, sir, your obedient, humble servants,

JOSEPH M. LYNCH,
BLIJAH HICKS,
EDWARD GU~TER,
LOONEY PRICE,
his

AIWH. x CAMPBELL.
1nark:

'

, In behalf of others.
Hon.

JOEL

R. PornsETT,
Secretary of War.

w ASHINGTON C1TY, January 3, 1840.
Sm; The undersig ned has seen with pnin and astonishment the reference
to him: by name, as connected with recent occurrences in the Cherokee
country, in your ' recent official report. With similar feelings he has per~
cei\·ed that he is by strung implication nccused by you, iu your communication to those associated ·with him as delegates from the Cherokee nation
to this Government, of having purticipL ted in the murders of the Ridaes
and Boudinot. Tbe grounds upon which so serious an accusation ·has b~en
thns preferred Hy so high an authority as yourself, -are unknown to the undersigned; but ile· cannot but presume them to be strong in themselves, and
emana ting from a credible source, before th ey would have been deemed suffic ient to justify so weighty a charge, and such confidence in its trnth, tlS to
lend to an ignominious exclusion from participating in the important pubfie business intrusted to him in conjunction with others. These circurn-
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staFtces impose upon me a duty, and I conceive confer upon men rilTl t
call for the names o_f my ac_cusers, and the evidence upon which my na
has been thus •associated with acts of which I was at the time entirelv igno.
rant, and o(the guilt connected with which I am absolutely innocen·t. I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient, humble servant,

JOHN ROS..,.
Hon. JoEL R.

PoINSETT,

Secretary of War.

WAR. DEPARTl\rnNT, January 4, 1840.
The undersigned has received , the note of the Cherokee delegation, declining the invitation tendered to them, and asking to be furnished with the
names of Jor,m Ross's accusers, and the evidence which has been exhibited
to the department implicating him in the acts to which allusion was mademeaning, as the undersigned supposes, the cruel murders committed in the
Cherokee country. 1 1 he evider1ce which has led this department to regard
John Ross as the instigator and the abettor of those foul. deeds of blood, as
he is confessedly the defender cif the murderers, shall be produced in the
progre5;s of the investigation which has been im~tituted.
In the mf}alT time, it is the unalterable determination of the department to
hold no comrnunieation with him. From the remaining portion of the
delegation the undersigned is ready to receive any communication relati n£
to the business ,which has brought them to Wa~hing-ton, but will hold no
further correspondence with them in relation to John Ross.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. R. POINSETT.
Messrs. JosEPH M. LYNCH,

LOONEY PRICE,
ELIJAH HICKS,
EDWARD GuNT1m,
GEORGE H1cKs,

ARCHIBALD CAMPBEL~

JOHN

LOONEY.

No. 15.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian A.ffairs, January 29, l 40.
Sm : By direction of the Secretary of War, I herewith transmit copie~ o
the correspondence between the W!r Departr~rnnt and certain Cherokees
claiming to be representatives of the Cheroke¢ nation ; also, a memoran•
dnm of the substance of what passed at an 'interview between the S1creta .
and Mr. Lewis Ross and two other Cherokees.
These papers you will transmit to Governor Stokes, with instructions to
submit them to the Cherokee people of both parties.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant.
'I1. HARTLEY CRAWFORD.
Capt. WM. AR MSTRO.e G.
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No. 16.
, WASHINGTON CITY,

January 8, 1840.

SIR: Presutning that every thing showing the state of affairs amongst

the Cherokee~, at tl1is time, is of interest to the department, the undersigned
have the honor to submit for its information the enclosed extract of a letter
recently received from Mr. George W. Adair, one of the signers of the late
Cherokee treaty. He is a gentleman upon whose statements all confidence
may be placed. 'I'he council to which he alludes is that of the old settlers,
convened on the 10th of October last. The undersigned have no expectation that the delegation spoken of by Mr. Adair will come on to this city,
for the purpose of co -operating with us.
We have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servants,

J. A. BELL,
ST AND WA TIE.

Hon. T.

HARTLEY ORA WFORD,

Commissioner of lndian AjJ"airs.

.

.

Navember 26, 1839.
DEAR. FRIENDS: Our council broke up harmoniously, and have done
much credit to themselves. Brown has deserted his country, and gone to
seek an asylum in Mexico. Our c_ouncil organized, and filled up all vacancies. John Rogers was Plected first chief, John Smith second chief, and
Dutch third chief; ,vm Rogers treasurer ; James Starr and John Hass executive council.
,
A resolution was passed or.ganizing a supreme conrt, ,and _John A. Bell
was elected chief justice. Those white men who arrayed themselves
against the civil authority of the country 1 and in favor of the proceedings
_of Ross, are to be expelled the nation. A law was also passed imposing a
fin e of five hundred dollars upon any one who shall attempt to enforc;:e the
laws of the Ross faction. Sheriffs and light horse we.re appointed in each
district, and authorized to press as many men as they shall require to enforce our laws. The chiefs were al.so, by the council, authorized to appoint
and send on a delegation to co' opcrate with you. General Arbuckle has
treated us with much kindness; he has made ~evernl unsuccessful attempts
to arrest the murderers of the Ridges and Bondi not; they cannot be arrested
but hy sending out large military parties. John Ross and his delegation
started on the 15th instant for Washington ; they will be there before this
reaches· yon. You must do all you can to throw the annuities into the
hands of the old settlers, and to g-i ve them an equal portion of the per capita.
Prevent Ross from selling the 800,000 -acrn tract. Colonel Adair savs tha-t
Ross is desirous of making some new arrangement with the Gover11ment.
I t will not surprise me if we have a brush this winter between the authorities and adherents of the two governments.
CHEROKEE NATION,

No.17 .

.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

January 30, 1840.

Srn: I transmit, herewith, a copy of a communication addressed to the
department by three representatives of the treaty party of the Cherokees,

1
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stating the exaspe:ated feelings :vhich exist between their party nnd tl a o
Ro~s, and suggestrng a plan wh1c~ will, in their opinion, tend to the paci .
cat1?n and !o the a9- vancem~nt of the interest ot the whole Cherokee peo e.
· I~1 co~pl1an~e w~th the wishes of these gentlemen, you are reqne ted, i
conJt1~ct10n with ~eneral Arbuckle, to devise and submit a plan uy which
!hd obJect they desire may be accomplished with the consent of the parti m ter_ested.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. R. POINSETT.
Captain WILLIAM ARMSTRONG,
Fort Gibsou, Arkansas.
(Same to Brig. G~n. M. ARBUCKLE,
Fort Gibson, Arkansas;
Substituting the words ''
conjunction with Captain William Arm.
strong,." instead of "in conjunction with General Arbuckle.')

in

WASHINGTON CITY, January 22, 1840.
Sm: The late bloody proceedings of thP. Ross party among the Cherokees, in the murder of the Messrs. Ridges and Boudinot, the leading members of the treaty party, and the subsequent acts of what is styled the convention of the nation, in overthrowing the government of the old settlers,
and in outlawing and hunting down the surviving prominent individuals
of the treaty party, have so exa~perated the feelings of these parties against
each other, that it is no longer possible for them to live together as one
community, subject to the same laws and government.
Deeply impressed with the correctness of this opinion, and arde ntly
desiring that such a course may be adopted by the Government of the
United States as will lead to the permanent settlement of these difficulties.
and the advancement of the true interest of the whole Cherokee people, the
undersigned, representing the treaty party, wonld respectfnlly suggest the
fol-lowing plan, as the best, in their opinion, to accomplish this object:
1st. A di vision of the Cherokee territory, so as to throw the ol<l settlers
·a nd treaty party together, and all who may choose to stay with them, ~ecuri11g them in the right of self-government; and Ross and his party to
themselves, leaving them to manage their own affairs.
2d. A division of the annuity of the nation between these parties. By
a separatiou of this kind; those embittered feelings, growing out of the
causes above enumerated, would gradually subside, and peacA, instead of
that strife and discord which is now prevailing, might lJe expected in a
short time to wave her banner over the entire nation.
Should this suggestion meet with your favorable considt ration, n11d
~honld you conclude to carry it into effect, we would respectfully recommend that Captain William Armstrong and General Arbuckle be intnued
with its execution. We trust you will not deem it improper in u to tate
the course of policy which we, and those we represent, intend to pu r ue; in
the event of.our separation from the Ross party.
It will be our first object to cultivate peace and fri endship with the
peopl e and Go ve rn men t of the Uni ted Sta te', nnd, nex t to tlii , att"nd o
t_he education of our rising gcueration. To accompliJ1 this, we pro o
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to collect as many of our intelligent citizens together as take an interest in '
edncation and form a villa ere, in which we will locate, if our means be
and such other institutions of a lower order
adequate ) 'a college
·u
)
T
flas will be
snfficient to accommodate all the youth of onr cou~1try. '\i\ e atter ourselves that, by such a course as tbis, we shall in a sho~t tim_e be able to
draw around us, ar_id unite together, all the wealthy and !ntelhgent of the
country, without distinction of party ; and it will not be too muc~1 _to hope
that, in a short time, we shall present to the world a spectacle different to
what is now seen in our country-a community where good order and good
security may be found, and where all will be engaged in feeding the la_mp
of science, that its light may be shed throughout the entue surronndmg
Indian community. There are, at this time, in the limits of the States of
Georgia, North Carolina; and '1..,ennessee,. at l~ast 1,200 Ol'1erokees, many
of wh-om are wealthy and intelligent, who would glory in joining us in this
enterprise. We would, therefore, respectf11lly suggest that, in the event of
the c_ountry being divided, a portion both of the annuity and the land be
assi~ned to them with the treaty party.
We have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servants,
.
WILLIAM ROGERS,
.
JOHN A. BELL,
STAND WATIE.
Hon.. J. R. POINSETT.

,
No. 18.
HEADQUARTERS,

2n

DEPT.,

W.

D1v1s1-0N,

Fort Gibson, January 22; 184.0.
Sm: I have the hdnor to transmit, herewith, two decrees of a convention
of th€: Chei'okee people of the 16th instant; also, a copy of my letter to that
convention, under date of the 14th instant, and of a reply ttiereto the 17th;
and a certified list of the names of the old settlers who were ,present, and
had previously joined the late emigrants, and who are included in the number of voters. It is, however, probaple that about one hundred and fifty of
the old settlers are in favor ·of the new gov,ernment.
_
I dn not believe that the vote given in favor of the new government. of
the Cherokee nation, at the late assemblage, is a majority of the voters of
that nation, yet I have no doubt that a decided majority of the Cherokee
people are in favor of that government; and as it has revoked its decrees in
,
relation to the treaty party, I now regard it my duty, in compliance -with
the decision of the President of the United States, to notify the old settlers
th~t their government hu.s ceased. I expect to see their principal chief in a few dc1ys, when I hope it will be in my power to prevail on him to notify
all his officers that their public duties have ended.
This change will no doubt be severely felt by the old settlers generally,
whl), in their kindness, invited the late emigrants· to enjoy with -them the
lands they have secured for themselves, and who have, in less than one year
after their arrival, formed a new government for the nation, in-which the
old settlers are not represented by a ~iugle individual of their own choice.
1
'1. his circumstance, however unjust they may regard it, will not, as 1 hope,
lead to any serious rupture between the parties; yet, unles~ something is

of
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done to satisfy the_ old se~tlers at an early period: frequent violence and
;
ders may be antfo1pated rn the Cherokee nation.
. The act of union referred to in one of the accompanyina deer es ·
certainly not entitlef.l to credit, as there were a very small number of the 0 ,
settlers p~esent ~ho concurred in it, and they ncted without authority.
_'l'here IS, I believe, no doubt that the principal men of the late emiQTan
with a few exceptions, excited their people against the treaty party in Ju e
last, and caused them to murde! the Ridges and Boudinot; yet it is believed
that such proof as would convict them of that offence in a court of justice
cannot be ·had.
· You will be prqmptly advised if a serious disturbance is likely to take
place in the Cherokee nation.
In addition to the information contained in the documents referred to, you
will herewith receive the report of Captain Page, \)f the 4th infantry, whom
I ordered to attend the assembla·ge of the Cherokees on the 15th instant.
I have the honor to be, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
.
M. ARBUCKLE,
Brevet Brig.. General D. S. Army.
Hon. J. R. Po1NSETT,
Secretary of War, Washington City.

Whereas a decree was passed by the Cherokee people, in nntio_nal convention, at the camp-ground near Illinois rivor; dated July, 1839, rn refPrence
, to certain individuals who, by their conduct, had subjected th_em~el_ves to
the displeasure of the Cherokee people., and declaring them mel1g1 ble to
office for five years: Now, for reasons satisfactory to the Cherokee people,
and to evince to the Government of the United States their disinclination
to involve their country in a difficulty with the United States in a !11att~r
- of so small an import, therefore, we, the people,of the Cherokee nat10n, Ill
national convention assembled, do revoke and abolish the aforesaid decree,
and the same is hereby revoked and abolished ; and all persons wh~ w~re
aff~cted by its provisions are declared to be entitled, under the const1tu~10n
and laws of this nation, to the same privileges, immunities, and protection,
as provided for and enjoyed by other citizens under the government of the
nation.
Done at Tahlequah, Cherokee nation, this 16th day of January, 1840.

,

'

J. VANN,
Assistant Principal Cliief.

W. SHOREY COODEY,
President National Council.
For and in 1.,ehnlf of from sixteen to seventeen hundre~ -adult Cbe~okee
malt.:>s who voted in favor of the above; being no votes m the negati ve.
True copy:
·
S. G. SIMMONS, Aid-de-camp.

Wherea~ a meeting of the Cherokee people was agreed on . and
.
reqn e t
by the Umted States agent, an<l th e assistant principal chief and othe , on

the 15th instant, at this place, and general notification given througho
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the country to all parties whatever, and requesting their prompt atten~ance
for the purpose of ascertaining fairly and prop?rly the se~se and choice of
a majority of the nation in relation to the su bJect of their future government:
'
And whereas we, the people of the Cherokee. nation, having assemb!ed ' ,
under this call, and having heard read and intBrpreted the act of nmon
adopted by the E,astern and Western Cherokees, dated July, 1839, and the
constitution framed by a convention composed of members from both par·
ties, in pursuance of the provisions of the aforesaid act, and being satisfied
with the same, we do hereby approve, ratify, and confirm the said act of
union and constitution, and acknowledge and make kno)Vll that the government based upon this act and this constitntion is the legitimate government
of the Cherokee nation, and our choice; and that it has both our confu,lence
and support.
,
Do1ie at Tahlequah, Cherokee nation, this 16th day of January, 1840.

J. VANN, . .
Assistant Principal Chief.
W. SHOREY COODEY,
President National Conncil.
For and in behalf of ,from eighteen to nineteen hundred adult Cherokee
males who voted in favor of the above ; there being no votes in the negative.
rl'rue copy:
S. G. SIMMONS, Aid-de-camp.

HEADQUARTERS,

2D DEPT.

w.

D1VISION,

Po.r t Gibson, January 14, 1840.
FRIENDS j I have received from your assistant chief, Mr. Joseph Vann,
and others, an invitation to at.tend a meeting of the CherokBe people, on the
15th instant, for the purpose of being correctly informed (if I understand
the object of the meeting) which of the two governments in the Cherokee
nation. is preferred by a majority of the peo_ple.
I would with great pleasure attend the proposed assemblage of your people, had not the old settlers refused to attend, and yon failed to make a
proposition calculated to settle tl;le protracted contest for authority in . the
Cherokee nation on terms that would restore peace to the Cherokee people.
I will, however, (as I am required to have peace restored to the Cherokee ,
nation,) send Captain Page, an officer of high character, to witness or certify to any fact you may regard material to your pretensions to the government of the Cherokee nation.
...
The ~re~ident of the United States has_ very justly recognised the right
of a maJonty to rule; but, at the sam,e time, he supposed that this right
would be exercised judiciously, and in a manner not calculated to authorize .
murder an_d excite intestine c~inm~tion~. I( there~ore, your governm~nt
has authorized murder and excited rntestrne commot10ns, you will perceive
that these objections must be removed in a peaceable manner before it is
liable to be acknowledged by the United States.
'
Had your late council transacted the business for which it was mainly
called, in the way anticipated, you would have been relieved from some of
the embarrassments you labor under; yet, independent of these, from which
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yourselves at the proposed meeting, you will percei e -

It 1s necessary that you shoukl restore peace to the Cherokee people.

I would ask yon, how peace can be viven to the Cherokee and viole
and murders be prevented in your nati~n, except by yom uniting with
old settl0rs, who have made frequent propositions to you to effect tha o
jeet, without success?- And it appears that you must now bP. fnllv co .
_vin~ed that there is no other plan by whjch the present excitement iii yo •
nnt10n can be allaye~, and peace and security given to the Cherokee peo _
You are, no doubt, mfon.1ied that John Smith, one of the signers of t
, treaty of 18.35, and a chief of the old settlers, and Star, with several of .
relations of the signers of that treaty, with some of the old settlers, ha
been compelled to leave their homes, of late, in consequence of attem ·
made to kill some of lhe_m, and threats, (as it is said,) by the late emigrants:
and you cannot be umnformed that acts of violence take place very frequently of late· in your nation, and that these outrages principally resol
from party feeling. How is this wr~tched state of things to be prevented
except by a friendly union of the parties on terms of justice, by which each
party would be represented in a new government by individuals of their
own choice, agreeably to their number?
It is not contended by any one, so far as I am informed, that the old ..,e •
tlers, and those that have joined them, are a majority of the Cherokee
nation ; therefore, if it should be decided that three chiefs shall be at the
head of the Cherokee government, two of them, of course, would be fro
the late emigrant:;:;, and one from the old settlers ; and if these chiefs we
selected with discretiot~, you will, no doubt, fully agree with me, that peace
wou Id readily be restored to the ,Cherokee nation. And are not the peace
and security of the Cherokee people to be preferred to a further effort, Ol!
your pa.rt, to sustain a government to which a large portion of your peope
are totally unwilling to submit, and in which they are not represented by
a singLe individual''? This is the question you have to decide; and 1 can
assure you that it is a matter of no small importance to the Cherokee people how you decide it.
.
.
You are not to understand that I am authonzed · by the old settlers t
spggest the terms on which they would be willing ~o enter into a unio
with you; yet I have ventured to make the foregomg r~marks f~om the
belief that they wiU not contend for more than they are Justly entitled to.
'T heir chiefs and a number of their principal men were here of late, (by
an arrangement of their own,) when they were pre~a_iled on (a_s they would
not attend your meetino-) to make another propos1t1on to mnte with you
which is herewith enclgsed, and, if accepted by you, will, I b_e~ieve, _at a
early period, give quiet to the Cherokee people, whose cond1t1~n will .be
more deplorable if rejected. lf the proposition be adopted, I will forms
provisions for the committees, and every accommndation in my power
enable them to transact their business with com.fort; and I ca.n as ire y
that no counsel will be given to any individual or party, by mysr.Lf or tho:~
under my orders, unless called for by both parties.
l have already folly communicated to you my opinion of the only pro
means known to me to restore peace to the Cherokee people, and I m
earnestly hope that my views on this subject may receive from you th
weight they are entitled to; and, from the unfortunate situation of the he.
rokee people for the last six months, and nothing having been done to Ue:,,t
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viate thr.ir sufferings, it now beco_mes necessa_ry that so_mething shonld be
done, without further delay, to give them relief and qmet.
I request that you will favor me, at an early period, with the result of
your delibierations iu relation to the subjects referred to in this communication.
I am, gentlemen, very respectfully, your obedient -servant,
.
M. ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brig. General U. S. Jl.

·
JOSEPH VANN,

- Assistant Principal Chief of the late Emigrant
Cherokees, and others, at Tahlequah, near lllinois river.
True copy:

S. G. SIMMQ_NS, A. D. 0.,
· and A. A. Adjt. Gen., 2d Dept. W. Division.

TAHLEQUAH, CHEROKEE! NATION,

January 17, 1840.

Sm: Th~ meeting of the Cherokee people, under an agreement for their
assernblnge with the United States ngent, has tak(m place;· and, your ~om•
munication of the 14th iustant, with other papers in relation to the differ•
ences in the nation, read, interpreted, and duly considered.
,The two enclosed papers will show the acts and proceedings of this meet
ing with regard to the decree of July, 1839, and the subject of the government of the nation. 'rhe decree was the act of the people who convened
in July, and could only be removed by them; the national council having
no authority to set aside an aet adopted by the people. And this, it is hoped,
will explain to you whv the council in December did not act upon the subject, and cho~e rather
defer a reply to the honorable Secretary's communication until this time. The council could not then make such a reply
as would be satisfactory.
.
You will perceive that the decree has been abolished, and that equal
privileges and equal justice are s~cured to all, without exceptions of any
kind. We regret the impression, which seems to have obtained, that our _
laws authorize murder and intestine r,ornmotions j and, in order that this
error may be corrected, and that the Government and its public officers may
be satisfied that such is not the case, the agent has been furnished with a
copy of the constitution and laws. There is no wish _to _o ppress any por•
.tion of our citizens, or to restrict · the enjoyment of natural rights; on the
contrary, efforts have been, and will be, used to maintain harmony and the
,
culture of friendly intercourse among all per.1ple.
'rhe other enclosed paper will show the will and choice of the great body
of the nation in reference to our own local government. 'rhe constitution
and new government has been again approved and confirmed; and upon
both qnestions the vote of the people was witnessed by the agent and Captain Page, the fairness of which they can themselves ·state. It is believed that the views and wishes of the Government have been complied
with as nearly as po~sihle, and that nil has been done which conld be to restore quiet to the country. It is desirable that peace should prevail: and
there is nothing to prevent it, unless the continued opposition of a small
4
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number to the known will and feelings of a large majority of the
should defeat this expectation.
,_
As it regards the proposition of John Roo-ers and others for th e a i •
ment of a committee to meet at Fort Gibso~, it will be proper to state. t
• all who holp. office are required by the constitution to be sworn to a fai
discharg~ ?f the t_ms~ re_posed in them ; and an effort to destroy or chan_
the prov1s10ns of this mstrument, otherwise than by the mode prescnbe
wonld be more than any are inclined to attempt. This council cann •
change or alter the government, and, of course, could not bestow npo
committee such authority. '"rhe frightful piotnre of crinies and proscrip(o
which accompanies the proposal is altogether ideal; and the style of ch·e
_used by the signers, gives neithe~weight nor authority. 'rhe appoin me
of those persons at the Double Springs was not in conformity with any pr.
vious usage or regulation, nor is it approved or sustained but by the -re
limited number who were there; and it may be properly said they represen'
only themselves.
The complaint that the old settlers are not represehted in the new go •
ernment we think ill-founded, when one of the two chiefs, and near one•
half of all the officers of the government, are old settlers. The great o
jept sought after in framing this government was a regular system of li.\w~
equal rights, and equal justice-a system suited to the wants and improve
condition of the people ; and their proper execution cannot but tend to the
preservation of order and the promotion of the general welfare.
It is our earnest desire that the Government of the United States ma.
be fully satisfied of the peaceable disposition of all the Cherokee pe_op e,
and that there does_not exist any inclination whatever to disturb a friendship extending back to the administration of the first Pre~ident. o_f the
United States, and which we are taught by every day's experience 1t 1s on.
iiiterest to cherish and maintain.
.
The reports which have reached yon that several of the treaty party,
and their relations, have been forced to leave their homes in consequen
of attempts to murder them, we are confident in stating are entir:ely incor•
rect. ijo such attempts have been made, either by the late em1gran~s or
others ; and we are satisfied that those reports ~ave been fon~ded e1theupon false fears, or a settled design to keep np exc1~ement by ~heir propaga•
tion, and ought, in justice to 'the nation, to be caut10usly !ece1ved.
We have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servants,
.
WM. SHOREY COODEY,
President of the National Council.

YOUNG WOLF,
~peaker of the Council.

J. VANN,
Assistant Principal Chief
DAVID CARTER,
Clerk of the Council,

M.

AR~UCK.L~,

'

Brevet Brig. General U.S. A.
True copy:

S. G. SIMMONS, Aid-de-camp,

-
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FoRT GrnsoN, ARKANSA.s, January 20, IS40.
Srn: In pnrsuauce to your instructions: I proceeded to ihe CherbkM·
council that assembled on the 15th of this mouth, and delivered . the communications as directed. On the 17th inst. the letters were read and interpreted to the council; the decree that was passed by the Ross· party (so·,
called) was revoke<l, nnd gave such Cherokees of the treaty party that ~ere·
affected by said decree all the rights, privileges, protection, &c., that all
other Cherokees enjoyed.
.
A vote was taken on the subject, and passed unanimously, with the ex.
ception of one man ; on counting the number of votes, I found them to be
from seventeen hundred to eighteen hundred and fifty-five. Mr. Holt, one
of the old settlers, and who belongs to the treaty party, was in attendance by
request of his people, took down the names of the old settlers that attended
the council ; he reported to me thirty-five were present, and, ont of the
thirty-five, thirty-three voted with the Ross party. The chiefs of the Ross
party have shown a list consisting of one hu ndred and fifteen persons that
they call the old .settlers. How far this statement is correct, I am unable to
say; it differs much from that of Mr. Holt, who was selected by the treaty
party to attend the council.
·.
,
With respect, I have the honor to be, your obedient servant, .
JOHN PAGE,

Captain 4th lnfantry.
Brig. General M. ARBUCKLE, Commanding.

Names of the old settlers who voted infavor of the constitution of the late
emigrants at Tahlequah, January 16, 1840.
·
1
2
3
4
5
ti
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Young Wolf
Jesse Wolf
'rhom. Wolf
John Wolf
Lewis Melton
Looney Riley
Josiah Wicket
Charles Coody
Rufus Coody
fogarim Coody
Arch·. Coody
William Keys
Isaac Keys
Riley Keys
Leroy Keys
Charles Gourd
Stinking Grease
Robert Colstoh
1,homas Candy
George Fields
Rider Fields
Daniel' McCoy
Robert Robuck
William S. Davis
Thomas Davis

4

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

David Castor

T homas 'fi~rrell ·
1

Moses Paris
Swimmer
Jos. Drew
William Tucker
Charles Wicket
John Rogers
'rhomas Tucker
,'rirnma:s·Tayfor

'I1he Eagl'e
July
Thomas Burtholf
Gun RodJos. Vann
David Vann
Chu-wa-loo-kee
A. Cockeran
M. Cockran
RoBert"Paris
A. Paris: ,
William Willson
G~oi~e Drumgold
Mmk,

Wallet·
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,50
·51 1Ooh-loo-killer
. 52 Nick 1 Mule

84 f...iewis Riley

I

l'

~5 Willia.m Burges

1
53 Walla ,ne tah',
86 'Eii. Bu.rge~
1
54 Smoker
, ( ' 87s C1k'ng .
11 ,f ' 88 JT ,
·55· 'l 1 un-noo -ah .
ob'"rnsl
1
56 ~oberi'Brpwµ · ·1 '.
S9 Robert Wate1·s ·
5r .Torl} Pegg ·, ·
90 WJO· S. ·coody
58 Woman-holder·
'91 Daniel Coody
59 Sul tees ,Ky Watts ., , ,
92, Sam Taylor
60 Go -about 1
·
•,
' '98 Nelson Harlan
ti l Old Doctor
' \'
-94 J. NiGkolson '
02 Pet~r · .
.
·95 <Wm._N~ckols011. .
1
63 . Aaron PriGe ·, ·
% Yung T o'. ney
64 .'Jesse Rhssell ,-,t
·97 Jack Spears . ·
,{,' '
65 .Bii Ph~asant ,\1
98 Josliua Buffinfon '
, 66 Isaac Bushey}1ead
, g~· f. ' 4-.' Thompson , ·
1
67 Ah -stoo-Iah-tah
'
!
' -.,
100 William thompson
68 .Buck ]<;!k
101 William Rogers
6~ Jarn'es· M. Payne
102 Charles Landrum
70 She Cow
_, .,
103 H. L~ndrum
1
7 L George Guess · ·
'
' 104 Johnson Fields
72 Tn/ lah .s'ee ~nah \
1()5 J. Gowen
73 Willta~ Watts' ·
~06 John Boston'
•
\\' ··1.
107 Charles McDonald
74 Young Puppy
1,0~ A., McLtighlin \
, .,,.,1 7_~ P~1i,llicqn ,
1
'7 ~ f\' \
•
\ \ \ ,)
'> \
1.09 Johnson Foreman'
.
..oga n ' , .1 , i •
·\
110 J~s. Back
'
77 Wasp
· ·
111 Bird Doublehead
78 Keener
'79 To-ke-cnnn'e r
112 Ground Hog~ O Girth 'Jolly
113 Dave Nightkiller
114 James Studeman.
81 John Shepherd
115 Landrum
82 John rrhom 1 ., -. , .f.
83 Jacob 'I~hom
1 •~;I ~ ,:
<

I

\

,

,

t:
1 l:

1
'

•

t}i~:

I'

' .

CHEROKEE A GENCY,

Bayou Menard, January 18, 1840.

I hereby certify that
foregqing list of old settlers of the Cherokee ~ation we~t was dehvered to me by· the council and chiefs at the late meetmg
at Tahlequah, nnd have rreason to believe that it is correct.

r

1

. .

.M. STOKES, .
Agent for Cherokee NQti~n.

C H EROKEE AGE NCY,

BayoU, M enard, January 22, 1840.
Srn: I take the carliest·opportunity to inform y ou of the late proceedin~
of the Cherokee people,. m, :i;egards their dome ~tic troubles. I Lh1 ~k t~at the
present state i<\> f affairs 1s as favorable a~ could be expected, cons1dermg the
grea t excitertlflnt that disturbed a part of the n ation after the death of the
two Ri dges and Boudinot, It appears to me that Genera:l Arbupkle and the
Jv"ar Department were under tbe impres£ion that theseJ,W,!l!_ders were a -
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·thorized by law, or by an order of the chiefs. I have conv~r~ed , ~ith, .and
:interrogated, five or six of the old settlers ~vho ha~e not. J01t1~d ,thie R~s_s
llarty; and it is my belief, from the best informatiqn I can obta_in; tpat the .
murders were not ordered or sanctioned . b'y the chiefs .and p,rinci.p~l me~..
And as to the acts of the Qherokee legislature, they. have furryish,e d_ rrie a.
_ -,copy of their constituti(;:>n, and of nil the laws passed und~r _it; and I do assure you that there is n·ot one word or sentence which tends to _the encouragement or sanction of those murders. I will send yon th~ir cpnstitution
,and laws as soon as I can copy .them. The papers I send you will showthat I have spent much time, and undergone much labor, and expenrled my
own money, to, put to rest this vexed questiof;!, I care not for the expense
.nor the trouble, if the question shal~ be finally settled.; and I think it is now
settled.
I will copy1 for your information, as many documents as I can in the
short tih1e I can command at present.
I am, with vety great respect, your obedient servant,
.

·

·

Hon. J. R. Po-INSETT,

. M. S'rOKES,
Ag ent for Cherokee Nation.
Secretary of War.
·
·

[Pape,ts sent: No. l, Report of Cherokee· Conncil; _Nn. 2, Act r(pproving'lhe .constitution; No. 3, .Act repealing the decr~e of outlawry.]
•
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•

'

:
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. TAiILEQ,U AH, CHEI_=t-OKE ,F.: NATION,

January 17, 1840'. ,

1,

. -S~ R, ; , Th~ _IiH~tionai council (now fo

0

session) have again before t~1e m th~
~ommunicatioH s~1bmitted-to ~he late -mee\ing in December: in relation to
J.1ie ,9ifficulties jimoti'g the Cherokees; and also the letter addressed to Gen..
,..eral Nbnckle and yourself, by John Rogers, Joh11 Smith, and Dutch, d~te~ '
27tl) Decem~er, 1_839 1
.,
.
•.
,
•
,
,
.
, :!I'he, _COLJ-,r,cil, .in _Decembe_r, did not . ~~lieve that they ·could then . ma,ke
~µ~J-} ~ reply t~ ti),~ s~veral . subjects ,embr_aced in. the papers snb111itted by
N9:t~r~elf a11d .Q13F1~1;al ,4rq~1ckl~ · as would be satisfactory to your ~over~
,ment, ,,and_pq.r,(iGt,,arI,y in r~f~r:ence to the decree pf Ju !Y, l 8_39, of which
.tM Pr:~sjpen~ lwd s_ignifi~d-his qisapproval; amt d _1ose rtrther to defer, ihetr
creptv111,111,tjl. _t~~ g~serpbl~gc of the people: on the 15th in~tant, as was
·8~i(j!!:}d ~ 11 ;.!]his 1,dec1~eE\l,~,~~~ -not't~e act of the le~ii:iln:tive council, but.of the
.:j)~qnlp;a,~q. ,ccrn,d, only ,?e !i8S~iq(;leld _. qy, th~,S~~G authority. ' rrhe' asspmblagfo
•of the people has afforded the first a,r.id. on,Jy . qpportunity for .a~y proper
measur~ in relatio~ to this matter,. a.n~ the enclosed . pnp~rs ,wil_I."· sJ-io,w tpeu-procee_difQ~ 1l:>Pt,h 111, r~g,rp:1t~ ,tp1s, ns well ns the s11h)cct of their' fnture
gov~r1t:iw,errt. \, ~~h~ .dev,r~e: of Auly has been abolished by the people, and
the voting was _witne~~ed \by :yoq,rself and Captain Page, who attended the
meeting at \h~· ·!eguest, of. qeneral Arbuckle. · It was pnssed prior to the
act of nnion between the E~s1eq1 and Western Cherokees, and of course:,befor~ tp~ adoption ·of 'the constftution, which followed that a~t. In thiscon'stitution; niil.d a!J th~ legi~luti~n by the national council, l here is no al-lnsiou;~:>r ref~re11ce to the decree, nor is there a single word w bich marks a.
difference ?r d_istinction with regn~d t9 the_~nj~ynn?4 of equal rig,nt~, p~-iv1leges, and 3ust1ce, among all the Cherokee people.
,
·
1

0

1

then.
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We regret the impressions which seein to be entertained by the honorable
Secretary, that our laws or public acts autho:rize murder and intestine
commotion_s ; and that you may be fully satisfied of the tmth of our den·
we.forward you, a copy of the constitution and laws for your examination.
. The sense a~d choice ?fa large majority of the Cherokee nation i n re1a110n to the subJect of their own locRl government, yon will find fairly ar.d
correctly made known in the other enclosed paper, the voting on which
you also witnessed with Captain Page. The constitution, you will dis.
cover, requi_res of all persons holding office to be sworn, and they are bound
by oath to its support. It was approved and ratified by the people before
the election for officers, and it has been again confirmed. How, then , can
these officers or this council delegate twelve person~ to meet at F or t Gib•
son, as proposed by Rogers and others, and proceed, by their act or bargain,
to alter or change the form or provisions of this government, in opposition
to the expressed will and choice of the majority of the people? The council cannot change this constitution, much less can they bestow upon individuals the power to. do so.
There may be a small portion of our citizens who, from some circu mstances, are dissatisfied; but it is not believed even that fact can justify the
introduction ef new difficulties and greater excitement, as would assuredly
be the case if a change of government be attempted merely to gratify a
small number who are in opposition. It is not admitted that those w ho
signed the letter to you of December 27th are in truth chiefs of the Western
Cherokees. 'rhere are no Western Cherokees in contradistinction to E astern Cherokees. They are all the same, inhabiting the same territory, and
posse5sed of the same rights and the same interests. They are again m ~de
one people by the nets of the United States and their own. Tbe mee~mg
'at the Double Springs last fall, which gave to the persons the name of chiefs>
represented only the few who were there, and uot the people of the conn try.
The usages and regulations of the old settlers, as prevailed whiie they were
separate, did not Jegalize their acts ; they were not observed. The people
~ent no members to that council, and the few persons who attended therepossessed no Jawful right to act for them. The qnestion in relation to the
future o-overnment of the nation we consider settled. All has been done
which ~eems to have been required o_n onr part, and the people h_a ve s~oken
- :for themselves~ The wishes of the President have been complied with as
far as understood, and this council is not aware that any thing more can
be done. The establishment of a regular government-:--a gov~rnment of
laws, and not of undefined recrulations-has been our highest a1m; under
which equal justice shall be ~eted to all, and the peace and improveme
·of our people secured and advanced.
Very respectfully, your obedient servants,

W. SHOREY COODEY,
President National Committee.
YOUNG WOLF,
Speaker Council.
J. VANN,
Assistant Principal Ckief.
DAYID CARrrER,
Clerk Council

M. STo:rrns, Esq., United States Agent.
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CHEROKEE AGENCY,

Bayou Menard, January ~2, 1840.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy of the report made to
me by the Cherokee council which convened at rrahlequah, ip the Cherok ee nation on the !-5th January, 1840.
M. S1.,0KES,

Agent for Cherokee Naiiott.

CHOCTA"W AGENCY,

January 29, 1840.

Sm: I returned a few days since from Fort Gibson. A meeting was
called for both parties to attend, consisting of old settlers and new emigrant
Cherokees; the object being to ascertain which party had the maj'ority.. The
old settlers did not attend, as they were doubtless well aware .that they were
in the minority. There were about seven hundred voters present who
were in favor of the new government;. thay voted in favor of the constitu-·
tion and laws of the Ross party, and repealed the decree of outlawry against
certain other Cherokees: this places all upon an equal footing. I consider
the peace of the country the great object to be obtained, and a matter of noimportance to the Government who rnles, provided the obligations of the
United States are not violated.
As the late party have thR majority, (perhaps two-thirds,) and the old settlers would not attend, I have determined to recognise the late government
iH such transactions as either their agent or myself may have with them.
The Secretary of War having decided in favor of the majority, and the ob- ·
noxious decree being repealed-placing all on an equal- footing-I have
every reason to hope that peace will be restored. I have earnestly pressed
the majority to rule with great forbearance: they have promised to-avoid
-every thing calculated to excite the other party ; and if things keep qniet
for a few days, all will be harmony. Should this desirable object be obtained, the- wants of the Cherokees are so great, that I would recommend
-t he money due for abandoned improvements to be paid them.
I have the honor to be, your obedient servant,
WM. ARMSTRONG,

Acting S uperintendent W. T.

T.

HARTLEY CRA wForrn,

E sq.,

Commissioner of Indian A.ffairs.

No. 19.
WAR DEPART MENT,

Marcli 6~ 1840.

Srn: Finding, from the accounts lately recei ved from Fort Gibson and
the Cherokee country west of the Mississippi, that the diffi.cufries originating there from the tyrannical and oppressi ve conduct of the emigrating
party towards the old settlers are not yet adjusted, I think it proper to confide their settlement altogether to the military authority in that section. -You
will accordingly instruct Mr. Stokes, the agent .for the Ghernkee Indians, .to.suspend the exercise of his functions until further orders, and, in the mean
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time, to .t~Jrn !10 p'art i!l. the. GOUncils of the Indians, public or private, bu'"
to abs tau~ entirely fr-01:n. all ·uiterferenee with the affairs of the Cherokees,
·whe_t~er m matter~ ansrng out of the-:-pending difficulties between distinct
port1cns·of the nat10n, or from :other causes.
Very respectfully, your most· obedient servant,
·, J. R. POINSETT.

T ., IIARTLE-Y

Esq.,
Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

CRAW.FORD 1

..:

.

_

WAR DEPARTMENT,

f?ifice 'of ~n~ian Affairs, Murch 7, 1840.
Sm: le9c.lose herewith. the copy of a communicntion received yesterday
from the Secretary;, of .War, and, in ,obedience to his directions, have nowi
to instruct · you to suspend all action whatever, as agent for the Cherokees~
.

.

from and after the receipt of this letter, until otherwise ordered.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

_M.

STOKE;,

Hsq.,

,

T, HAR'l'LEY CRAWFORD.

Fort Gibs.on,:west .of Arkansas .
_).

:

_)._,
.J

!

y..

. I

w AR DEPARTMENT,

Office of lrtdian Affairs, March 7, 1840.
· s ·1 a :-:-Herewith- I trn.nsmit the copy of a commm1ication received yester.a ay from -the ·Se.cretary of Wari and of my- instructions of this date to Mr;.
Stokes, in conformity to its reqnirements. You wiJl please to see that they
.a re obeyed: ·
·
·
! ,
•· 1• Very respectfully; your obedient servant,
,
T. HARTLEY CR_t\WFORD.
Captl!.in W. ARMSTRONG,
·
.
Choctaw AfJ·ency, west of Arkansas.

"\VAR DEPARTMENT, March 7, 18,10.
Sm: Your despatch of the 8th of February last has been just received
by the hands of Captain• P age, and I reg ret to perceive by its tenor that the
t roubles which have attended the tyrannical and oppressive acts of the late
emigrating party of the Cherokee nation have not yet been terminated.
'l'he Government regrets this, and especially its inability to carry into
full effect the principle it is desirous of establishing, as well in the_ Ind~~n
coun~ry as elsewhere-that the majority should govern, without violating
the rights of the old settlers, which the Government is bound to protect.
The case contemplated by the 6th article of the treaty of New Echota appei'.',rS -to have occurred, and the period to have arrived when the active interference of the Government has become necessary" to protect the Cherokee nation from domestic strife," which would lead inevitably to inte tine
war~, and probnbly involve all the neicrhborincr
b
n tribes in the contest. Y o ·

boc. ·N~- 'Is~.

and

are ,ther'ef~re instr1;cted to t·ake ~11 ~eC~$S8,f.~
proper mcas~re~ to bring
abdutltl~e 'fotl~wing re:mlt~: the ,a<lopt'ion of.a' constittit'~on, that· will ~ecu.re
to every ihdiiidual Oherokee·his persodal and political' rights,. and tbeJr~e
enjo}rmerii 'of lifo; liberty; 1an'.d property; a'rintilling,) now and [ore\rer,
such barbarous laws as those under- which Boudinot and the Ridges were
put to death, and the penalty ofi outlawry inflicted uron innocent_ tn~n.
Yon must be awar.e that all su.ch laws are inconsistent with the const1tnt10n
of the ·U.riited 'StatJs;·to ·whi'cb., b{the ·treaty, they are bound to conform.
'l'~e Government, not havinb- seen the constitution said to have l;>e~n agreed
·to •in.cdnventiion, and qdt b~jtjg 1acqt1a~nted,1wi•r~ _the form·'o(i1s ·adoplior1,
ignorant·w~et_her it 1tecei ved_the,sa_nction· of the 1 old ·settler~ as well as o(:t:Fie:
late emigrants, ~nd -~vbether Hs··provistons ·are' _conformable to the, eon'st11tft,...
•tion !ahd1 laws of the' Uniied1 .States. • You: will, therefore,•warn the -couh~H.;
'of th'e rlec~ssity, of .fra-rrtinO' their constitution anddaws in such manner:aFld·,
terms 'as that _they, win n~t t,be inconsistent ' 'ei:the-r ,yith the constitution ~f .
the United 1States, 'OF 1suchlaets as have been passed by Congress to regtifate
•the trade and .intercourse with the Indians. Let the same council eleet
chiefs~ whose duties shall ,have been prescribed by the constitutioq i .· and as
•it.appears, ~m~ossible for the Government of the United States to perform .
•th~ duty as~ignlfd 1to 1ii by the sedtiori ot' the treaty above alluded •to: in •-ahy ·
otheriinanrter, yon are instrbded to insist that' the old settle'rs-shalt b'e rep- .
resented 1in (the ,gov-er-rirnen t to:be created ' under the -provisions of the ,constitution t~ tha~ effect,_; .b'nd· ~ltat-one third ·pf the ~hiefs 'shall ib~ d105en frorµ
th~ Western -and two-tliit'ds fro1n the· Ea!stern Cherokees. ' Strong 1 and, -in
'. tne opinion: of thi~ , depa' tnleifr; ·\hll gtonhded 1 ·suspicions · po inf to ' 'John
-Ross a.$ithe ,instigflt~r·ad~ ·- abettor of the •foul · ~urclers c-omn1ihed tipon :ttile
' bod_ies :of~h~· twoi. Rid_t'es and 1topd}bot;: _and '. iit app·ear~ng, from ·mi:d;?ubte~
·. testu1110ny,(_that ~e • took! • no; soop 1to arrest the m1:udere1~s, :but qse:d, 011 1 the 'co·~1itrary, e-very effort to sbield thel}l from th~'pttnishment'due to their c-rimes,
:th~ icontjnsitln is frresistiblef tHa:t he is '. par,tibeps -criniinis. He "must be
regarded a~ conni~ing at }tHose _acts; ot,1vl~wing his, eo_riduct,lin the ~10s.t
-fay~rable hght, as1uoafule lb protect the Indians under bis charge, and •tiµwillmg ,to q:n:inish .t'he.assassinsi 1 Under these citcumsta:nces, he 1is'excludea
,from alt: ·._,part:icipation _in the gover,nmentt ; as is likew;ise W.iHiam Shorey
1
9oodey, •who, in ·convers~tion 1with rne, in my office, persisfed iii -consider- ·.
'mg the murders committ8d by the Oheroke~s upon the pers0ns -of -Boudin6t
.and the Ridges as jnstifiiole.: 1 Men .who entertain sU<;h 6pini0ns ,are ur:i,fit
Ito be_ intr~sted. wit\1 p'~wer, ,an<l would s~oN ngain inv,ol ve the riationrirf,dom:stic strafo; ifrom wht?h,. we are now called upon - by our :solemn cornpa,ct .
w1th theCherokeestoproteQttli em.
•
·
·
._.
.' ;., 1.: . ,1
A~ it is ut1de:rstood, by _the d<fpartment that the Cherokee-p~opl'e are liltely
to be ~j~tresse_d to·r _w,a nt of_ pr~visi_ons, Y?U are authorized to supply such
oflth\i~m,as r.eqmrr, and desire 1t with rat10ns, for the period it may be necessary to foed tbem, not excee~ing five _months; it being expresJly ,understood, that the cost of these .~µpp hes will be ~ch,arged\t°'- the nation, and
~educted, from the payments to be made o_f the surplus dne them per cap•
ita, _from all such as partake of the ti sppphes, to the amount furnished ea_ch
Indian.
.
.
. ·
. .,
: 1 V.ery respectfully~ ,your ob,edient se-rvant
I"
. .i.
I
\
J ' R POINSETT ..
Briga~jer. Q~,~~r,a~J(~!1BUCI\LE,_,
' .,• I I . •• • ·• i ,·,., l; I ' .f ;
, . ' Ii, , \ ~Q!'tt ,µfbsqn, ,:Wt~(~rn T ~rritorr, i; t'J l , .. ,J ;.•.' .'. ~ 1'. : . 1
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. _P .. S:-X"o~~-~iu perce~ve, from the encl?sed copy of a letter to the Com-

m)ss10ner;o.f.;I:~4w~ .i\ffntrs, that the funct1-0ns of the agent for the Chero-

~~~s have ~e_
en; ~Qspendec;l, atJd; that the whole mauagement of ()Ur relations

w1th._ t~enu~., f9rJ~e we~ept, committed to the military authoritf,

'

No.20.

'

2n DEPT. W. Drv1s10N,
Port Gibson, January 28, 1840.
, S1:R,: I had t.he ho"Qqr, on the 22d instant, to address you in relation to
,the s,tate of aff~irs in the Cherokee nation. Since then, I was visited by the
.,c.hiefs of the old settlers, and some of their friends, when I informed them
o f what had been done .at the late assemblaae of the Cherokees near Illi nois
riy,er, and that, agreeably ·to the decision °of the President of the United
States, I was of the opinion that their government had ceased. To this
they did not make a distipct reply, bnt remarked that, in relation to a mat.te;r o( :so much importance, they desired to consult tbe principal men of their
government, and requeste9- me to permit them to meet at this post on the
2d .or 3d of th~ next month, for this purpose, and that I would furnish them
with p_rovisiQps for thr_ee or four days. I assured them of my willingnes.s
t9 coµiply with their wishes, as the number they propos~ inviting to their
couµ~il will. proba_bly Mt exc~ed, twenty or twenty-five. They are greatly
di;,~~tis~e~ _w ith. the late decisi_o n of the Government. and assured me that
.it was th~iF inte~tion to claim of -the United States the undisturbed posse~sj.on of seven millions of acres of la:nd, which they think they are entitle_d
to; aµd thi;t.t all the Cherokees who have not voluntarily removed to this
~ou.ptry, and ~ave refused . to unite with them, shall be removed from the
lang they ,cla_im; otherwise, that they shall be permitted to enjoy a fair particip~{iqn in tlJe govern ment of the Cherokee nation, and receive an equal
shc.H~ ,of tq.e surn to be paid for the sale of the Cherokee .country east, as
prqvided for by the 15th article of the treaty of 1835.
I iwould rernarl{, as respects the contest for authority in the Cherolree na. ti.or~, that., _if I were pern;iitted to exercise my own judgment, I would at
onAe. di~soJve the . two. govep1,ments in that nation ; and, as they cau uot
themselves s~.ttle this matter, without great risk of serious m~sfort!-lne to
th~ir , people, I wotdd give to each party a fair represen tat10n m the
1~e~ government, agreeably to their number. '!,his, I believe, wolild soon
gi'Ve,,quiet to the people. I w,ill, immediately after the meeting. of the old
s..eUlers at this _post, ad vise you, by Captain Page, of the 4th infantry, of
their proceedings and intentions, so far as they are known to .me.
I have the honor to be sir, with great respect, your obedient servan t,
HEADQUARTERS,

'

M. ARBUCKL~

'
Brevet .Rrig. Gen. U. S. A .
Hop. J. R. PornsE-rT,
Se,cretary of War, Washington City.
No. 21.

2n DEPT, W. Drv1s ro ~,
Fort Gibson, February 8, 1 40.
Sm: I have the hono! to transmit, herewith, the proceedings of the old
Cherokee settlers, or their principal men, who are now here; and I much
HEADQUARTERS,
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.regret to notice, by-them, that the troubles in the C~erokee nat_ion h~v_e
not yet ended, provided the old settlers are to be deprived of a faJr partJCI•
pation in the government of their nation; and as they _appear to _ma~e
this the material point, and for which they w1ll contend, I hope it w1H
receive the consideration it is entitled to by the Government, which will,
as I judge, prevent further difficulti es in this nation.
I am now satisfied that the old settlers will not peaceetbly surrender
wh at they regard their rig hts; and that, if the Cherokees should be so
unfortunate as to resort to further violence against each other, other tribes
will have more or less concern with these difficulties. This is forwarded
by Captain Page, of the 4th infantry, (who has be.en d.e tailed for the recruiti ng service;) and as the steamboat he is going ou board of is about to leave
this, it is necessary th3.t I should refer yon to him for further particulars in
relation to the protracted difficulty ia the Cherokee nation.
I have the honor to be, sir, with great re~pect, your obedient servant,

M. ARBUCKLE,

Brevet Brig. Gen. U.S . .11.

Hon. J. R. PornsETT,
Secretary o/ JV ar, Washington City.
FORT GrnsoN, February 7, 1S4.0.
W e, the Select Committee, to whom was referred the investigation of the
rig!tt of John Ross and his partisans to the government of the Cherokee nation west, w.ithout the consent of the original settlers, do most respectfully beg leave to report the following as the result of our investigation:
-

In th~ treaty of 1817, an agreement was entered into by the Government
of the United States with the whole Cherokee people east of the Mississippi. Those wno wished to remove were permitted to send out an exploring p3rty to reconnoitre the country on the waters of tile Arkansas and
White rivers, with the promise that when this party shonld have. found a
eountry suiting the emigrants, and not claimed by other Indians, the United Stat~s would arrange with them, and give in ,exchange for the country
they were to leave u. just proportion of lands, according to their numbers.
In 1819 another treaty was entered into between the United Stattis and
the Cherokees. In said treaty, th.e contracting parties ag reed that one-third
of the, annuiti~s due the Cherokees under former treaties should be paid to
th~ Cherokees west; which plainly demonstrates that we were considered
as a separate ~om~nnity.
In 1828 the Cherokee nation west entered into a treaty with the United
.States, iu which they exchanged the lands th :1t were ceded to them by the
trea ty of 1819 for a country better adapted to the m, with the solemn guar•
a n ty to said country from the United States, that it should " be and remain
theirs forever, a horne· th,at should never in all future time be embarrassed,
by h a,ving extended around it the lines, or placed over it the jnrisdiction of
a Territory or State." And in this treaty the bounds of our country were
described, and provision made for such of our bre thren in the eastern nation ns should ~ee proper to come and join us in the west; a,id all that
came we Wt,!lcomed, and g ave them a free participation in our sovereign
righ ts. Bu.t never have we yielded any of our right,s as a sovemign and
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ind?p~ndent J1,ati9n'. . ~ ;'Jin~ #~ati~s · tha,t have bein made by u~ with the
lJmted States plarrtly ·sho\V' tHa:t we were ari independent community from
~he ~a~tet:h Qh.yr?lrne naffd~ . . Thi~ fact~~ qee~ cz.dmitted by themsehlll prot6;Ung agamst sq.me of the prbvision\s or the treaty,we made with the
United Sta·t ehn ' l'828.
; ·1 • ' 1
;
1 ,
,
. .In 18?3 ..our nati~r.tr·i~~g~ti~te_d a!19the~ · treaty_ ~i_th ;the Unit~d . tat
pover?men~ i. _anq _our, pe?Ale;, ~erng Je~lons of t~e1.~ 'tlgh~s, and :-v1sbmg to
prevei:it colh_s10,n w~th any' of the 'States or 'l'emtorles of-the Umted Stat ,_
pr .any' ~migrating ~o~murii1-y that mig~t ·thereafter com~ t?'the west, bound
the Umte(i Stat.es as follows:
·.. Ar.~icle 1st. "The-,United ~ta:tes agre~ to possess the c°hero.kee;, and to_g~ar•
anty 1t to them forever, and th.at guaranty is hereby pledged, of seven m1lhons
of acres of land." The article _then goes ,b n to describe-the bqunds of the
said "seven million.s of acres" in t'he same' article. "In additiqn to the seven
millions ,qf.acres of l;rnq thus provided for and bot1nded, the United States
fuqher ·guaranty to the Cherokee nation a perpetual outlet west, and a
free and unmolested use of all the country lying west of the western boundary of said seven millions of acres, as far west as the sovereignty of the United States and their right of soil extend: Provided,' however, That if the saline or :salt plain, on the great western prairie, shall fall within said limits
pre_scribed for said <;mtlet, the right is reserved to the United States _to per,
mit other tribes of red men to , get salt on said plain in common with the
-Cherokees .; ~nd letters patent shall be issu'ed by the Unitetl States, as soon
as .practicable, for the land hereby. gua·rantied." ,
·
-·· In 1835. our· chiefs conrnked our national council at Tuttableesky; to
consult upon thr. ·proposed ti:eaty to the · Eastern Cherokee nation; and, to
guard our rights, it was detei·mined to appoint a clelegation for that purpose.
The .instructions to said delegation are as follows:
.
, "T1 he. national co"uncil, by d.irectiori of the .chief~, have selected four de!•
egates, Mcs:srs. Joseph Vann, William S. Coodey,· Johh Smit'h, B;Ild John
-pre\v ; ·and, if possible, to effect such arrangements as will 'unite the two
pe_opte _into on_e upon the ArkansaR, _and upon such principles as wil_l be satisf~ctory' to both the Eastern aud W esterp Cherokees, they are also mstruct~d to attend to any and every thing which involves t~e_interests of the
\Vestern Cherokees. And in the event that om delegat10n should r.ot be
ab~e to_ effect such arrangements in the Eastern Cheroke~ nation, a~d thay
thmk it necessary and expedient that they should repair to Washmgt_on,
they are instructed,to do so ; that is, if they peJieve they can effect an ?bJect
~f interest to the nation sufficient to justify their going there. And, m the
event that- the deleo-ation should go on to W a hington,. you are respectfully_
req~e~~e? to _infor~ the Sec~etary of War, and apprfae hi,~ of the nature o1
their v1s1t to tha_t place. You wil.l pl_ease, also, to make any necessary a~rangement for the convenience of the delegation, which will place or pre•
sent t~e!'Il !O t~e department npon s~ch terms as wiU ena&le th~m to effec
the obJect rn view-that is, to unite the two people into ·one, on the Ark. ·
sas,. up~n such princip1es as will be satisfactory to the people ens~ and wes
This will be handed by the principal chief." [A~d~ess~d to ~aptam Vashan
U. S. agent for Cherokees.]
,
· But two of on~ delegation,' v1z: James 'Rogers and John Smith, wen
the Cher?ke_e nat10~ east; a~d in the'ir n~ts· they vatie,d in l some me
from theu rnstrucuons, as \VIll be ,seen rfrom a note, addressed to James
and others, from John Smith, one 6f tHe ,vestern de}ec,ation, acaompan, _
a communication from our chiefs. The note reads as follows:
1

tss.
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"Now yon see, from this le,t ter, what I ,tol~ yo!-1 all when_ you wished me:
to sian the treaty. I told -you that I would sign It, thc;mgh 1twn~:11ot ag~eeabt/'to our instructions~· Your a11d 9ur peopf<=f-?an ·_sertle _it: her~~fter? ; ~: .
But_, notwithsta_nding our d~legation .~id.' n_ot _atl'heta .~,t.n,~tlyi to1 tfu~1.r m ~,
struct10ns, they d1<l uot cause our sovere1g!1: nghts to ti~ mfnnged· ,upon ·~Y,
the treaty of. 1835, as may be seen in ah article attached ttf.s1:~ict tte:itY-t )1t.
reads as follows:
· · ... ,
,: , ,,·~ ··' ·, ') :1:1i, ,,. r,: .'_
"Whereas the Western Cherol~ecs hctve·appoint~d a·tlelega~ion[to \t,i sit th"&
Eastern Cherokees, to assure thern of 'th·e friendly dispositiot1 -of -their peo~
pie, nnd their .desire that the nation may again he :united as one-pe0ple,·'.ah~
urge upon them the expediency of ·accepting the overtures . of ·th~ G~veth•
ment, and that, on their removal, they may. be ·a ssured of ·a he·a:.-ty_w~l~om~
and an equal participation ,vith them in all thdr benefits and privil~gefof
the Cherokee . country west; and. the M-n"dersigned, two of said deleg-ati-0n,
being the only delegates in the eastern ~ati~n, from the west, at the sig_
~ in_gand sealing of the treaty lately concluded at New Echota, between tfue1r
eastern brethren and the United States, and having fully understood theprovisions of the same, tbey agree to it in beh~lf of the Western Qherokees •.
But it -is expressly understood that nothing in this tre·a ty shall a:ife~~ anyclaims of the We·s tern Cherokees on the United States." . · ·
·
It is pla~nly to be seen, from the foregoing q1rotations and teforences/'_that:
every attribute that co.n stitutes a sovereign and independent cDmri1trnity has:
been acknowledged in us, time after time; and, i_f we are an i11dep~ndent
community, there are but two ways that Mr. Ross and his -partisans can
legally obtain our government-,-these · nre, ,by conquest, ot by oi.1r c-0nSnit..
'We deny; most positively; ev~r yielding our government.to them -in ei:ther
of these ways.
··
·
· ·
·
Be it therefore resolved, .That the conduct of Mr. John Ross and•his partisans is an unprecedented ac·! of ·nsmpation,. unfounded in justice; law;
humanity; and we will not, in all future time, acknowledge th(;l· same. · ,
Resolved, That the only legitimate ·government of this ~nation is ttie°:<::ine:.
handed down to us by-the original settlers of the Cherokee nation wesr, .anct
we will, to .the utmost of our power· and ability, uphold .and defend ttie:sa1ne~
:
1

1

or·

·

·

· WILLIAM
~HOLT
.
.
'·

President.oft-he Select Cou.ncil,c
G EORG_E~· W. AD.A IR, ·
:'l'HOMAS· ROG EHS. , , .',:
Concurred in by the council:

WILLIAM BOL'r, -: , :
. Preside1it of the Coun•cil~
JOHN CANBY,
.
Ulerk .of the CoitncU.,,
0

-'

. . ··-

Approved:

JOHN RO GERS, -

··
. . ·,

:

Principal' Citiej; ·;

JOHN SMl'I'H,· ·
, DUTCH.

.. ,• ,..
..

THOMAS . \VILSC>N, .

8ecretary to Chiefs.
Tri~ecopy:

s. a. slMMoNs, it

D: c.,· .

.. ',,•.

and A. A. Adj. Gen. 2d Dept. W. Division ...
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Office Indian Alfairs, March 27, 1 4J).
Sm: T~e national .council of the old settlers and treaty party, convened
.at. ;For,t G_ib~on from the 2d to the 8th of February last, appointed lessrs.

Dutch, William ~ogers, George W. Adair, James Carey, senior, Alexander
Foreman, Moses. S.rnith, )ohn Hass, and William Holt, a delegation "with.
full and ~mple powers to transact legally all business with the United States
for and rn behalf of the Cherokee nation west." At the same time, the
council passed two resolutions: 1st. "That the conduct of Mr. Ross and
his paFtisans is an unprQCedented act of usurpation, unfounded in justice,
:Jaw, or humanity; and we will not: in all future time, acknowledge the
same." 2d. "That the only legitimate government of this nation is the one
handed down to us by the original settlers of the Cherokee nation west,
.and we will, to the utmost of our power and ability, uphold and defend the
same."
rrhese resolutions are preceded by a preamble, which seems to me to be
founded in errnneous views of the relative positions of the two parties into
which the ChE:rokees have unfortunately split; on which I think i~ right
that the department should express i_ts opinions to the above delegallo~,. so
that they may not longer deceive themselves by holding on to a pos1t10n
that, it appears to me, cannot be maintained.
The preamble recite.s the various treaties made in 1817, 1819, t828, 1833,
.and 1835, with the Cherokees, and, aft-er making references to, and quotations. from them, concludes that "it is plainly to be seen from:' them_" that
·e very attribute that constitutes a sovereign and independent commumty hr.s
been acknowledged in us, time after time ; and, if we arc an independent
community, there are but two ways that Mr. Ross and his partisans can
leg.ally obtain our government-these are, by conquest, or by our_ con_sent.
We deny, most positively, ever yielding eur government to them m either
-0f these wavs/'
If it is meant to assert that the Western Cherokees are an independent
and sovereign community, in the full sense of the word, it cannot be admitted for an instant. 'rhe United States have, in the modified form _pre•
scribed by treaties, control over them, in common with_ al_l o!her Indians,
within the boundaries of our country. Such a power 1s md1spensable to
the .preservation of peace, and the advancement of the Indians in ~ivilization ; and has been, and must continue to be, exercised as an attribute of
the sovereign power on a.ll proper occasions. It is not probable, however,
that they referred to their independence in any other sense than as conc~rns
thei·r rel'ation to the Eastern Cherokees, or late emigrants. Are they nght
i~ that, or in the proposition, (not directly put forth, but contained in every
hne of the preamble and resolutions,) that the 7,000,000 acres of land, secured by the treaty of 1828, belong to them, to the exclusion of those lately
removed?
The policy of the United States, enjoined by their obligations to extinguish the Indian title to the land possessed by the Indians east, has been to
remove the whole Cherokee people. The fir~t emigrants, ~r old settlers:
were undoubtedly a community who had a right to prescnbe a form of
government and laws _to regulate their own conduct, subject,_ho'Yever, to
the enlaraement of theH· number, from time- to time, as the em1grat10n from
the east progressed. Those removing were to be incorporated, as they ar-
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rived, into the original mass; forming, however, I think, one con,1munity
WJder every accession.
The treaty of 1817 was made with the whole tribe, which ceded to the
United Sta1es the proportion of lands east of the Mississippi, to which those
Indians then in Arkansas, and then about to remove, were entitled; in considera(ion whereof, the Government agreed to give them acre for acre on
the Arkansas and White rivers, jn what is now the State of Arkansas, and
that the annuity due the tribe should be divided, in proportion to their num~
bers, between those east and west. ,-rhe treaty of 1819 is made with the
Cherokee. nation, and contains a further c~ssion of land east, at least as
extensive as that which they probably are entitled to under tbe provisions
of lhP, treaty of 1817. 'l'his instrument provided for the payment of onethird of the annuity to the Indian, west, and two -thirds to those east. So
for, perhaps, there is some ground for the allegation that the Cherokees
west owned the land beyond the Mississippi ; but even that it might be
difficult to establish, as there was no restriction upon emigration, and the·
evident object of the Government was to encourage it. The divi~ion of the
annuity was a mere equitable mode of arriving at a substantially just dis tribution of it. The treaty of 1828 put an end to all possible question on
the subject, if it did not furnish the proper construction of all that had previously been done. 'I1he preamble recites that it was "the anxious desire
of the Government of the United States to secure to the Cherokee nation of
Indians, as well those now liv:ng within the limits of the 'I1enitory of Arkansas, as those of their friends and brothers who reside in States east of·
the Mississippi, and who may wish to join their brothers of the west, a permanent home," &c.; that the land then occupied by the Western Cherokees
was snrrounded by a white population, and, as a consequence, by all the
deteriorating influences which had been so destructive to them in times
past, and the desire of the Indiarns to rid themselves of these influences.
r-rhis treaty, which was made with the Western Cheroke~s, contains a sur;render of alt the land in Arkansas secured to them by the treaties gf 1817
and 1819~ and the United States agreed to appropriate to the above use
(permanent homes for all the Cherokees east and west) seven millions of
acres of J'and, with aJtJ. outlet west, as far as the sovereignty of _the United
States extended. Nothing can be more explicit; and if it was not, it would
seem there could be no doubt of the intention, for the seven millions would
give every Cherokee west, (reckoning them at ·6,000,) man, woman. and
child, near 1,200 acres of land; which would be preposterous. I have not
noted ~he various other provis_ions in these tr_eaties, but only ~o much as
seemed to be necessary to sat1sfy the delegat10n they had mistaken their
rights in both points stated at the commencement of this communication.
The treaty of 1833 does not vary th~ rights of the Cherokees in the parti&ulars under consideration, but was made to arrange an interference between
the Creek and Cherokee lands west; describes, with precision, the boundaries:
of the latter ; and releases whatever, under the treaty of l82S had fallen
within the Creek limits. The last treaty, concluded in 1835 ' recites the
description of the land west, as contained in the treatiP.s of 1828 and 1833;
and, from an apprehension that the body <lid not contain "a sufficient
quantity of land for the accommodation of the whole uation on their re~
moval wes_t ?f the ~ississippi," t~e United States agreed to give them 800,000
acres ndd1t10nal, ~n cons1derat10n of $500,000, and to issue a P,atent for

7,soo,ooo acres, with

an outlet west, to the " ·Cherokee nation of Indians,•
.,,,
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~roy,~~iQ!}; wa~:.~~de for the _removal of the .late-<'migrants to the 7, :
,acres so set apart, and they have been removed and snbsisted there .
n~: prior. r_ecognition -of the purposes for which this land
.:t,Jy;reJ1iit.,d
np,propi:rnted, ,1t m,1ght be <;ontencjed, with some show of plausibilitv tlrnt th~
)f\~,t}~e·a tt ,va{ ·m~idr,, :vit_h t9~ ~astern Cherokees, and that the/ and the
1_Jp1t~9 ,Sl,~~e~'. c~nld 11ot 1mp~_1r the rights of those west; but there wns
~-c ~p?wl~dg_m,~1_1t-:of t~fo gene_ra~ right in the treaty of 1828, which does
not .reqmre H~~ t1Jd of .the ,ndm1ss10ns •of James Rocrers and John Smith
".' deiega,te~
,. frcH~1.(lie W'es'fern Cherokees," appended to the treaty of 1 351
1

:?~r'~ :

~•,W

, o:~1 ~hf,pl_~f ·~e·9e~b:er,:_ ·' .
'
. . H then/qre, s~ems , to me th·at the

..

.

Western Cherokees were only conlm.g~i\tl y; 1a ,s~pa~at1y co,iprriunity from the eastern body of these people. 1'hey
were ~upject ,to1 mpre,(1.se· by the emigration of those east, who, according to
·tli,e ,<;'6,n~in1ctJpn t. put' o.n the J vario1is instruments and acts recited, were to
f~ll in'~o 1Jh1~ 99dy they)oityd\vest, and become a parf thereof. They are
n0,t, ·- <;:opsy8_ll~nqy 1 a ·separate., -independent community; nor have they nny
Ri9fr~.r riJofrf11,r
e~:'c~rt,th.at ,vhjch ,belongs to them in common with
:th~ w~10le !Jh81
;9k,ee ,p~ople. ·
.
·
1
,, 'Xh;i1'e on _.t,~e SJ1,l)ec,~ o·~ t~,e rig~is
the respective contending part_ies: it
111,a y ,p<;>t 1?~ 1 If11prop,er to express the views -of the department as to their pe·
•Cl!J,\iPiry;j~hlf /u~qfr, tf11e t~HW!Y- -of }:8qp. , IT1hc cons~dera~ion in the original
.t;rent,y ,WM $$,()op,ooo,, of which $000,000 was applied to the purchase of
~9p:ypJj i~·? f,e,s:_,~i' J,rii1d~~;~_
Y_: ~n~ ;2d_ ;article'; , $6001(;)0()
added by the sup;J?liH};~p\;,F!19 ~l,.047,~).6~,iw,~s ,~nrnn,; by,Jhe )aw_of 121h Jnne, 1838; m~!~t1~gnarr~~:"~~ga,~ -?.l $16,Ui;qq7, exclnswe;,of. the above $500,000. 'This
-~,l1 }1,,,\Y!}f !9 .P~ ~I}I;IJr141 t9;1r~moy;1~l (~w~ ~u9~is~el1~e,;. tp_.the yayment _of_ the
rt!}~it Hri?royement~, femes, , !eservat10ns, and ~olrnt1ons
t9r1i1\ I?mP~fl,¥-ti-: t91t~;e JP4Y.ill~~1~ 1of ~H'ch JllSt , debts .and .. claims _as the
yt1.}ff,9;~t;q ;llf!.;\~pn ~}YG~ tp l!M p~yn ~it_J~ens; 1$6;0,000 .for the.Just claims of
n~ ~-! th~ P,n~·.t~d ~\~t~tfor _s,~r.v~ces render~d to the nat~on ; $200,000,
1
Jq adij1h9,n to th~ present annmt1es of the nat10n, to constitute a general
qf.~qic? ,~~al~l be.~{>plied .annually, by the cou~cil of the
·1~1:i\!8~h1to!~llRP ·wur9,~~s r~~}~~y may • de~m bes,t for the general._rntere_s~ of
t~~wi1;iP~?.r!E\i,
!q,,C9,l~]~t1~we, ~p ~rrha~~' f},ln~; $150,000, m addition
mef~m~J~p7pJ,fu11j~ ottlm nat1op,, ~h~ll constitute a permanen_t school
:func\ tHe lfil~.er.est
of.w~1cq ~hidl· be ar.plied annually, by the council of the
111:Ui'o~l:,w)r 'tli~ 1s'i'. pp6~.t)1 10r' ) cci ~1.mon scl;loo1s, \,rnd ~rich a literary institu}1igr'~r,'. w1~i ,hf ,rn'ax1,~t( ,ew~bJi~he4.1\P ' the ln~i_an COU'l';ltry; and
wa$ 1ff~)Pl;QP 'H\·~d i l y,. th,e,11~f&, Gtl;pyle tq the ,;el1ef o( ,tb,e poor~r
~-ta$ of
kie \vh'@
;h~v~ rerr1ove(:{1{or1sl all ·~emove west, and .are ent1:ti~d1tq\hf bertefits'. fthi{.t~~~tih '611t tqis,~a,st.,~u.m 1v~s,.by the 4th urticJe of the
1!%pl~rp~q t,\ tf1r:i s:t,/~~~~t ~
:\ n~f mn~e a.part o( tl}e geu~rnl ua~ionai fund of
:!~faQl),OOo,. th~reby. ·. c ~asiqg 1t to. $~00,l).OO. · After th¥e se,veral char es
.q,ere
'diet du'I t' !' ' aJt-rPd-·,'fp
~mn in the Q:rig111al
treat_
~tipplement,
?. 111 t '''
l!>."" t ""'O ,t ......_y
,
I y, tl-1e
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distribution of the balance, those _-0~lY,,<then, by express provision of the
treatJ, can participate, who are on the census of 18~5, o! (as I c~nstme th~
15th article, thqugh it is iqartificially w.orded), wl :o emigrated since Jnne,.
1833 and }Vhf) ar-e' e~1foled, by the \terms of their enrolment and removal,
to aH'the bepefits of the, treaty or 1835. . ~o many ~f the. W ~St(;lrn
Cherok~es
1
as come. wi~h.i)l__ fh~ 'last description .\vd~lct 1be ,Participants i all, 'the ~ther~
e-xc1udeq from any share of the balance after the deductwns ment10ned1
1
,
• _
_• ·• . •
-are made. · )_ 1 :
• •
,.
In what would' nll the ·western Cherokees have an inter~st? In the'
$500,000 i~1ve;ted: as a general ' fur1d, to the am01int of $300,000; fot
orphans, ,$50,000 i ,an~ as an addition to the school fun?, $ I 50 10U0_; mgk~
·ing the above sum 'of $500,000; ,-rhe permanet)t annmty of_ $10,000 w~si
by the 11 tH articl1e, commuted 'for $214,000, to be . invested as_t1 part of the
general fnnd of the n~tion ; and_the school fund, before t~rn tret~ty ,c;>f 1835,;
amounte-q. t9 1$5.1,138.
'· '
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These several funds belong to the tribe in gene:ral~ i'nd:·_~r~ ppd~r th~ con~
1rol_ of the nati?nal. counci_l; and in these onl·h i,~' se,en._1r1JO·
,;1 ~·1~e th~
·enure comrpmnty, em~~ncrng the. \~hole bodi ,of; the 1 lY1esten~ ::1~ ~vell _a~
Eastern Ch_erokees, entitled to part1e1pate. The balance that ~liall rcrnam ,
after the specific uses to which the $6,147,067 were devot~d ~hall be' met,
·
mu·st be distlibu_ted according .to the litnitations in the treaty.
It 'is to, be, observed, in conclusion, that the Western Cherokees are to
bea!
p~rt_ of the expenditure und·er. the 1St~ a:ti~le., ,bHt<fl ~,1-t<? !r:~etve
1he1r proportion of the two years' annmty ment1on~d ~nJh,at art,icle, according- to its express stipulation.
' '~ 1 • ·
'
I have made this communication in the belief that the delegation from
the old settlers and treaty party should know what they may expect, and
because, in gome of the particulars on which I have remarked, they are in
error, m.1d it is advisable they should not be misled as to the views entertained here. If you should concur in this opinion, I respectfully recommend that a copy of this communication be sent to them.
Very respectfully: your obedient servant,
·
'11. HARTLEY C{lA WFORD.
Hon. J. R. PornsETT,
Secretary of War.
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Concurred in, and to be transmitted to the delegation of the ·western
Cherokees, as the opinion of the department in reply to their memorinl.
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No. 22.
HEAJJQ.UARTERs,

2n

DEPT.

W. D1v1sro N,

Fort Gibson, February 10, 1 40.
Sm: I had the honor, on the 8th instant, to address you by Captai
Page ; and_ was this day informed by the chiefs of the old settlers that they
have appou~ted a dele_gation of eight to proceed to Washington, (at their ow
expense,) with the obJectof maki ng lmown their situation to the Government
ahd claiming its action in their favor to sustain them against (what they re'.
gard) the nnJust acts of John Ross and his partisans.
I had supposed, from some remarks made by the old settlers before their
late meeting, that it was their intention to question the right of Mr. Ross
and his adherents to settle on the seven millions of acres secured to them
by the treaty of 1828; yet, from all I µave heard of their present intentions, I have reason to believe that they will not question that right.
'I1he Cherokee people will probably remain quiet until they hear what
has been done at, Washington in relation to the contest for authority in
their nation ; and, possibly, it may be in the power of the Gove nrnent to
so settle the dispute between the parties as to prevent further di.ffi.cul ties :
yet it is feared that no permanent or secure arrangement of this kind can
be made, provided John Ross returns to this country.
I have made no effort: of late, to apprehend the murderers of the Ridges
and Boudinot, owing to the impossibility of having them tried by the courts
of Arkansas. The witnesses in the case of Major Ridge are Cherokees, or
married in the Cherokee nation ; and would not, from the popularity of the
murderers and of their acts, feel secure in appearing against them. In consequence of these circumstances, and the troops passing through the country
in search of the murderers having a tendency to keep up much excitement,
I judge it ~ould be best that no further efforts should be made to apprehend
them.
IJiave therhonor to be, sir. with great respect, your obedient servant,
M. ARBUCKLE,
I

Brevet Brigadier General U. S. A.
Hon. J. R.

PornsETT,

Secretary of War.

